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JAMES T. COLLINS AND SUJARNI ALLOY

Language use and language change in
Manjau, Kalimantan Barat

Exploring the Tola' Dayak language and society

Almost a decade of conducting research in Kalimantan Barat has demonstrat-
ed to us that, while in that province there may be government fiscal short-
falls, inadequate food supplies and distribution systems, too few roads and
too little electricity, and, of course, a continuing diminishment of the tropical
forest, there is no shortage of proper names: names for persons, names for
streets, but especially names for ethnic groups and names for languages.
This is a well-known feature of the area; indeed, the focus of many a research
project has simply been to find a pattern in and draw conclusions about this
prolific nomenclatural jungle.

Nonetheless, there have been far too few studies that actually focus on
languages and language use within any one of these named ethnic groups.
For example Adelaar (1991) has contributed studies about a language he calls
'Selako', although this does not seem to be a term in general use among the
speakers of this language. A few perfunctory studies of languages named:
'Krio' (Mecer et al. 1992), 'Ketapang Malay' (Ahadi et al. 1998), 'Kendayan'
(Yoseph Thomas et al. 1991) and others have been published as monographs
by Pusat Bahasa in Jakarta. But, given the large number of named languages
in Kalimantan Barat, these contributions hardly represent the diversity of
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Language use and language change in Manjau, Kalimantan Barat 227

languages in the Indonesian territory of western Borneo.1 Moreover, these
studies seldom explore the language under scrutiny within the context of the
social history of the communities which speak those named languages and
the geographic setting of those communities.

In response to the absence of parallel research, the early results of field-
work conducted in Kalimantan Barat are reported here. Since 1998, research2

has been undertaken in a village (a designated administrative unit, desa) of
southwestern Borneo, Laman Satong, a cover term for a collection of hamlets
administered through the largest of them, Manjau. (See Map 1 for the loca-
tion of Manjau on the island of Borneo.) Although the research reported here
has included work in other hamlets comprising Laman Satong, the focus of
this essay will be Manjau itself, the chief village and administrative centre.
Manjau and its affiliated hamlets, Kepayan, Kecurapan and Nek Doyang,
comprise the only known community of speakers of 'Tola' Dayak', a term in
use for at least 140 years as an ethnonym (see Von de Wall 1862). Moreover,
this name occurs on one of the most recent maps of languages in Kalimantan
Barat (Peta Dayak 2000).

In this article four topics will be treated briefly: historical context, geo-
graphic setting, linguistic ecology, and social change. By disentangling these
four strands in the fibre of Manjau society, perhaps we can explore their
interplay as well as the relationship of Manjau to the larger context of lan-

1 In a recent paper (Collins 2002b), it is estimated that the total number of autochthonous
Austronesian languages spoken in Kalimantan Barat is 20-30, pending further researdi. In a total
population of perhaps almost four million this is a rather high rate of diversity, especially if com-
pared to the number of languages spoken in the neighbouring island of Java with its population
of more than hundred million, speaking perhaps only four or flve autochthonous Austronesian
languages.
2 A sketch of the history of this research project could not be induded here. Suffice it to say
that Collins and Sujarni Alloy independently conducted initial field trips to Manjau in late 1998. In
1999 they joined forces and submitted to Yale University's Endangered Language Fund a proposal
that was selected for funding in the 1999-2000 cyde (Richardson 1999:2-3). The authors express
their thanks to the Endangered Language Fund, especially the president, Professor Douglas H.
Whalen, for their support. Additional funding was provided to Collins by Universiti Kebangsaan
Malaysia's (UKM) short-term research projects fund and to Sujarni Alloy by the Ford Foundation
(Jakarta) through his organization, Institut Dayakologi (Pontianak). The International Institute
of Asian Studies (HAS, Leiden) funded the authors' participation in an international seminar on
Environmental Change in Native and Colonial Histories of Borneo: Lessons from the Past, Prospects
for the Future, 10-11 August 2000, Leiden, where an early version of this artide, then entitled
'Environmental, sodal and language change; The Tola' Dayaks of southwestem Kalimantan', was
presented. We are grateful for the support of all these institutions, in particular to Dato' Shamsul
Amri Baharuddin, the director of the Institute of the Malay World and Civilization UKM, and to
Reed Wadley, who invited us to the HAS conference and later sent us relevant and hard-to-find colo-
nial reports, as well as a detailed critique of the first draft of this essay. Above all we say thank you
to the Tola' Dayak speakers themselves, espedally Bapak Blasius Untu, Bapak Sakun, and Bapak
Lakum, who generously shared their knowledge with us, and to Bapak Yohanes Terang, village
head and our host during our various visits, and to Bapak Agustinius Ahui, village health officer;
both these diligent offidals kindly provided us with reports, maps and access to our research area.
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guage and ethnic affiliation in western Borneo. In the conclusion, continuity
and change in the social and physical environment, as well as the relevance
of this research and the resulting preliminary findings to other language
situations in Kalimantan Barat, will be considered. A vocabulary of the Tola'
Dayak language, collected in Manjau in 1999, is appended (Appendix 1).

1. Historical context

The published resources available to us for studying the history of the Tola'
Dayaks have been rather thin. Nor have we been able to collect among the
Tola' Dayak extensive oral texts about their origins and history. This means
that the historical context remains rather speculative. Nonetheless, by work-
ing with the limited sources that we have assembled so far, perhaps we can
assemble a framework that can be tested and revised when more data and
more 'hard facts' become available.3

Veth (1854) mentioned the coastal area within 20 km of the Tola' lands, but
nothing about the interior peoples in the nearby area. An early notice of the
Tola' Dayaks can be found in Von de Wall's summary report (1862) on south-
western Borneo. He counted the 'Tolak en Sidoek' district as one of fourteen
Dayak districts in the kingdom of Matan. He did not provide many details
about this Dayak district except to note the amount of their tax assessments
and that in 1852 there were 150 Dayaks in that district (Von de Wall 1862:48)
- and, significantly, no Malays or Chinese.

On the other hand, just 35 years later, Barth (1897:135-41) provided a detailed
and intelligent account of his week-long administrative trip through the 'Toela'
Dajak' territories in 1891. Barth's 100-year-old narrative in some sense overlaps
with the folk histories we collected in interviews with the vülage elders of
Manjau. So in this section we will summarize Barth's observations and jux-
tapose them to excerpts from local oral traditions about Tola' Dayak history.
More recent developments, especially since the 1970s, will be treated in Section
4 dealing with social change. Neither Barth's account nor the village oral tra-
dition constitutes an adequate source for the history of these people or their
language. However, by juxtaposing them we intend to suggest the problems

3 The late penetration of colonial mechanisms in Kalimantan Barat means that very little
information about the area prior to the nineteenth century is available; see Collins 2002. The Tun
Seri Lanang Library of the National University of Malaysia has a number of nineteenth-century
books about Borneo, including Veth 1854 and Barth 1897. But we have had limited opportuni-
ties to consult more recent colonial reports which might provide some details about the Tola'
group in the early twentieth century. This is an admitted weakness in this essay, written by two
persons untrained in archival use. As one of the anonymous readers noted, the paper 'would
have benefited from a more thorough search for and use of colonial archives (and even, recent
official reports)'.
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entailed in attempting to understand the past of many of Borneo's endangered
minor ethnic groups and their languages. Thus, in this section we can explore
the historical context but we are unable to write a history.

Barth 1897

In the late nineteenth century, J.P.J. Barth served as the Dutch controleur of the
Sukadana afdeeling, a colonial administrative unit which covered (more or less)
the same territory as today's administrative unit, Kabupaten Ketapang. The
nineteenth-century unit was divided into three sub-units (landschap): Sukadana,
Simpang and Matan. The Tola' lands lay in the Matan landschap at the border
with Sukadana, which is probably why the controleur undertook a 'tournétje'
(Barth 1897:135), a typical colonial cadastral endeavour of examining borders,
in this case between the Sukadana landschap and the Matan landschap.

After landing on the coast at the mouth of the Siduk River (that then
marked the boundary between Sukadana and Matan), Barth and his entou-
rage paddled up the Siduk River and then the Tapang River, a southerly
branch of the Siduk, to a very small Malay settlement.4 For the next three
days, the entourage walked to a number of Tola' settlements, first eastward
then southward through the 'Majau' outlier hills to Kukuran and Lenggap
Made, two Tola' hamlets comprising respectively eight and three field huts
{'dangan'), occupied during the swidden rice field season,5 then to the main
settlement, a 30-metre-long longhouse (rumah batang) at Rando', and finally
to the dispersed hamlets comprising Kecurapan, where they stayed with
the patih (local Dayak authority) at 'Ajar Beroengking'. Thus, they travelled
from the Siduk River system via the Tapang tributary and overland into the
Manjau valley, from there to the Satong River, which they crossed, and then
through extensive swamps (on a log walkway) to the Tola' River system, and
from there across the watershed, still on foot, to the Pawan River, where they
returned by boat to the coast. (See Map 2 for a rough sketch of their route.)

Barth estimated the total Tola' Dayak population, distributed among the
three settlements that he visited, at 316 persons.6 This included an unspecified
number of Sarikas Dayaks who had intermarried in Kukuran and Lenggap

4 We assume that this Malay staging place was at or near the contemporary hamlet,
Pangkalan Tapang, on today's trans-Kalimantan highway on the outskirts of the Tola' settlement
('Laman Satong', as it is officially known).
5 It is quite likely that Barth followed the same route that each of the authors did in 1998
(albeit we were on motorbikes).
6 In Kukuran and Lenggap Madu, Barth estimated 85 persons, 25 of them able-bodied
men (that is, capable of bearing weapons); in Randu', 80 persons and 24 able-bodied men; in
Kecurapan, 151 persons and 59 able-bodied men. This figure of 316 probably constituted the
total Tola' population in 1891, since this list covers all the known Tola' settlements of the era.
Note, however, that in 1999 the Manjau elders we interviewed estimated the population of
Laman Randuk alone (presumably at a similar period in time) at 4,000 persons.
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Language use and language change in Manjau, Kalimantan Barat 231

Madu.7 He observed that, even in the dispersed field huts of the swidden
fields, the Tola' Dayaks wore cotton clothing; loincloths for the men, skirts
reaching to the knees for the women; some women even wore batik sarongs.
Neither the men nor the women were tatooed; men wore no ear rings and
women only small ear studs. Although the Tola' Dayaks lived on a rather large
river and, indeed, had several boats, they themselves were not skilled boat
makers and bought their sampans ('dugouts'), apparently from Malays (?).

There were many visible indications of indigenous rituals, especially near
the longhouse: sadong ([sanduSrj] 'small wooden ossuaries containing the
exhumed bones of honoured ancestors'8) and elaborate offerings to the dewa-
ta ('spirits') on the pathways near the longhouse. His enquiries yielded some
notes on the belief systems: the existence of a dewata couple, Batoe Berdaoen
and Sengkoeba' Daoen and their son Mambang Begasing, and the location of
sebayan, where the souls of the dead travelled to.9 Barth also collected infor-
mation about the political system, which was divided into two groups, each
under the same Malay ruler (at that time, Datu' Kaya Laksamana); details
about taxes and tribute, which included up to 100 gantang of rice annually,
were also noted.

Manjau elders 1999

Repeated interviews and discussions with village elders10 in Manjau and
Kepayan yielded a composite of the local traditions about the early history
of the Tola' group. Originally, the Tola' Dayaks lived in Tamba' Rawang in
Sukadana, near the other side of Gunung Palong, about 40 km from today's
Manjau village. Because of their resistance to conversion to Islam,11 they
moved to the lower reaches of the Tola' River.12 Again because of continued
threats, they moved to the upper Tola' River, to Laman Randu', a large long-

7 We have been unable to find any other information about the Sarikas Dayaks, either in
published materials or through interviews. For example, Von de Wall (1862), who provides a
comprehensive overview of named ethnic groups in Matan, Sukadana and Simpang (which now
comprise Kabupaten Ketapang), does not mention the Sarikas group.
8 In Borneo the burial rites of the Ngaju (Kalimantan Tengah), including the use of sandong,
have been studied since the nineteenth century; see Scharer 1963 and Schiller 1997. For a com-
parison of exhumation rites in a European culture, see Danforth 1982.
9 Reed Wadley (personal communication 28-8-2000) pointed out that 'Sebayan is also the
Iban otherworld'.
10 We particularly thank Bapak Sakun (70), Bapak Dange (76), and Bapak Untu (48) for their
cooperation.
11 This period of efforts to convert them was referred to as 'Perang Lanun' (Pirate War), a
term that also implies kidnapping and enslavement. '
12 Both Veth (1854:124-5) and Barth (1897:91, 136 and Bijlage I) wrote about a group in
Sukadana, the so-called Orang Bukit, whom they considered nominal Muslims, and descend-
ants of mixed Malay and Dayak parentage. Suggestively, Barth (1897:136) describes the Tola'
language as only slightly different from the language of the Orang Bukit. This should not be
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house of 4,000 persons located far in the interior. Despite a relatively undis-
turbed way of life there in Laman Randu', the Tola' Dayaks left the settlement
and dispersed abruptly because of a smallpox epidemie. One group moved to
the Pawan River basin and settled at Tumbang Pauh, near the town of Sandai,
far up the Pawan River. Another group, under the leadership of Dato' Singge,
moved to Kumpang, then to Bungkok,13 and finally to a site on the banks of
the Satong River, where they erected a longhouse, Laman Satong. This location
was convenient for transportation but the low-lying, marshy land was not suit-
able for extensive gardens and swidden; so, during the time of Dato' Bijan (a
son of Dato' Singge), families began to move to Bukit Pinang a few kilometres
from Laman Satong. They lived in this hamlet and returned to the longhouse
only for rituals, especially those related to rice planting and harvesting.

By the 1960s at least 25 families had become permanent residents of Bukit
Pinang (which today forms the northern part of Manjau village). In addition
to working their swidden fields and gardens, they traded (bartered) forest
products at Kuala Satong, a one-day walk to the coast. Among products
traded were [gsta? jurjkarj] (the resin of meranti putih), damar, tubers and
sago in return for salt, sugar, tobacco and salted fish.

Discussion

Both the 1897 report and the local tradition recorded in 1999 agree that the
main settlement was at one time a large longhouse, Laman Randu' (Rando'
in Barth's report). However, the overall ambiance of the narratives is very
different. The local report suggests a sort of cautious isolation of this com-
munity and a sustaining traditionalism; the elders insisted that their limited
trade was based on barter. Whereas Barth's narrative indicates regular trade
relations with nearby groups, both with other Dayaks (Sarikas) and with
Malays. Moreover, many of the details of the local tradition, especially the
dispersal of the Laman Randu' community, apparently occurred after 1891,
when according to Barth the longhouse was still intact.

We note too the discrepancy in the estimated number of Tola' Dayaks at
Laman Randu'. Barth counted 80 persons at Laman Randu' and a total Tola'
Dayak population of 316;14 but the local tradition asserted a population at

construed as proof of a connection between the Tola' Dayak and the Orang Bukit. First, many
Dayak languages spoken in Ketapang would show affinities with Tola' Dayak. Moreover, this
term, orang bukit, seems to have been an exonym for any group of Ketapang Muslims historically
known to be Dayaks who had converted to Islam. For example, Von de Wall (1862:48) mentións
orang bukit in the Matan district. This term is no longer in use in the area.
13 One of the places mentioned by Barth (1897:137) is Bukit Bangkok or Bukit Bongkok, the
source of one of the tributaries of the Tola' River, on the northwest side of the watershed separat-
ing Tola' lands from the Pawan River basin.
14 Note that Barth's estimate is consonant with Von de Wall's count (1862) of 150 35 years
earlier.
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Laman Randu' alone of 4,000. Although some knowledgeable scholars advise
some scepticism in the use of colonial population figures, Barth's estimate
seems more credible. A longhouse of 4,000 would be unusually large, even it
were a cluster of 4, 5 or even 10 longhouses.15 Moreover, the 1999 population
of all ethnic Tola' Dayaks was estimated at only 1,880 persons.16 After 100
years one might expect a larger population than less than half the size of the
estimated 4,000 persons in Laman Randu' alone.17

2. Geographic setting

One of the staples of common knowledge about the distribution of peoples in
Kalimantan Barat is that the Dayaks live in the interior far from the coast.18

This stereotype has become such a fixed idea that it comes as a real surprise,
even to other Dayaks, to discover that the Tola' Dayaks live very close to the
coast, less than 20 km away - a few minutes by motorbike on a paved road
and only a few hours by boat along the Satong River. A glance at a topo-
graphic map will explain this apparent anomaly.

Based on a map developed by the Royal Australian Air Force {Operational
navigation chart 1978), Map 3 here provides an environmental overview of the
area. In contrast to most of the coast of Kalimantan Barat, which is covered
by deltas, swamps and wetlands with hardly a hill or mountain in sight,
Sukadana Bay boasts a remarkable landfall in the 1,116-metre-high peak of
Gunung Palong. This is one of only three mountains over 1,000 metres that
lie within 100 kilometres of the coast of the whole province. In fact, Gunung
Palong is only 10 km from the coast, and in the seventeenth century it was
the landfall for ships sailing to the nearby Sukadana diamond-trading centre.
Moreover, the foothills that stretch to the southeast from Gunung Palong are
anchored at the Pawan River by a 618-metre peak. This 50-kilometre-long
range of mountains and foothills has remained (until quite recently)19 cov-

15 See Enthoven 1903 for typical longhouse populations in other parts of western Borneo at
about the same time, the late nineteenth century.
16 Yohanes Terang, personal communication 27-9-1999.
17 Note, however, that the Manjau elders mentioned the tradition of a catastrophic smallpox
epidemie. Here, a closer use of the colonial archives might prove useful in verifying this event.
18 It is true that most Dayak groups have traditionally lived far from the coast, and these
are generally the groups that have been well studied, for example Dove 1988. But there are
also notable settlements within just 20 km of the coast; for example, some of Adelaar's main
Kendayan ('Selako') informants (1991) lived in or near Nyaromkop, only 10-20 km from the
coastal city Singkawang, where their traditional villages have always (?) been located. Another
Dayak group, the Tebang Dayaks, have traditionally lived in the Kapuas estuary swamps.
19 In June 2000 the provincial government 'temporarily' expelled foreign researchere (chiefly
zoologists, botanists and ecologists) from Gunung Palong National Park, apparently because of
intense complaints by the local entrepreneurs of timber being illegally felled in the park. The
researchers apparently had interfered with their entrepreneurial livelihood.
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ered in dense tropical forest: an important component in many traditional
Dayak lifestyles. So it is no coincidence that for at least the last 110 years the
Tola' Dayaks have farmed, hunted, collected and lived along the slopes of
Gunung Palong and its forested foothills.

This environmental perspective was obscured by the compilers of Map
4, excerpted from Sheet 42 of the Language atlas of the Pacific area (Wurm and
Hattori 1983). On this map, the area south of the Kapuas River and within
100 km of the coast was poorly described, probably because of the paucity
of information at that time. About 25% of the area was labelled 'Western
Coastal Malay' and another 20% (on the eastern edge) either 'Semandang' or
'Kayung'.20 The remaining 55% of the area was labelled 'Uninhabited'; in f act,
this uninhabited no-man's land includes not only the very densely popuiated
strip of uninterrupted Malay villages that lie on either side of the provincial
highway between Ketapang city and Siduk, but also (apparently) most of
Manjau village21 and a great deal of its farming, hunting and collecting area.

Apparently, the cartographers had to rely on known geographical facts,
rather than demographic reports. However, instead of seeing mountains and
swamps as important resources in the day-to-day lives of the inhabitants,
these features were considered inhospitable, therefore making the area seem
uninhabitable. Roads, on the other hand, were generally marked as Malay-
speaking areas. Engineering technology and Malay encroachment were con-
ceptualized in tandem.

Discussion

We devote some of our cpnsiderations here to mapping phenomena because
they link up with ecological and historical issues. As we can infer from
Barth's report (1897) even 100 years ago these three geographical features,

20 Briefly, 'wes tern coastal Malay ' is an essentially agnostic term that tells us nothing about
Malay dialect variation in Kal imantan Barat, which contrasts, for example, to the atlas's detailed
coverage of Malay dialects in Kal imantan Timur or Sabah. 'Semandang ' refers to a Bidayuhic
speech complex, which in fact contains at least two very distinctive dialects (Sujarni Alloy 1999);
nor d o the observed borders of Bidayuhic match the shaded areas of the atlas 's m a p . 'Kayung '
is a term introduced by H u d s o n (1978) for a large number of variants - some clearly not the
same language at all (Collins 1998; Sujarni Alloy et al. 1999) - of Malayic spoken by non-Malays,
k n o w n to some scholars only by H u d s o n ' s sobriquet (1978) 'Malayic Dayak' .
21 We say 'apparent ly ' because the str iped gray swathe (Map 4; str iped orange in W u r m and
Hattor i 1983) that cuts eas tward like a sabre w o u n d across the face of the m a p from Siduk to the
P a w a n River is only 10 km wide. It is labelled 'wes tern coastal Malay ' bu t includes a small cross
(+) which refers to non-Malay Malayic variants. In any case, if the scar slices d o w n the midd le
of the h ighway (as it seems to), there is only 5 k m on each side. The distance from the h ighway
to Manjau village is 4 k m and the length of the village itself is 3 k m or more. So w e say ' appar-
ently ' some of the village and certainly almost all of its fields and orchards are not included in
that swathe, bu t in the 'uninhabi ted ' whi te area.
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namely swamps, mountains and roads, formed essential parts of the Tola'
environment.

First, the dense swamps provided a significant barrier blocking movements
from the coast to the Tola' lands. But the swamps seem to have been a managed
barrier. The 'uitgestrekt moeras' (Barth 1897:136) between the Satong and Tola'
rivers was traversed by a long, man-made walkway of felled logs of ironwood
connected end to end to facilitate a journey which even so took Barth and his
colleagues an hour and a half to cover. Perhaps, it was the Tola' Dayaks them-
selves who cut down these logs and positioned them in the swamps; if so,
access to the interior (and hence to the Pawan River) via this slippery walkway
was managed, if not controlled, by the Tola' Dayaks themselves,22 although the
total population was apparently less than 400 at that time.

Second, the forested mountains provided products, especially resins, for
trade. Barth specifically reports that bark cloth was no longer used for cloth-
ing.23 Cotton cloth, even batik sarongs (presumably from Java), formed the
daily apparel of the Tola' people. Moreover, they travelled on their rivers and
through their swamps in sampans that they had purchased. Barth (1897:138,
139) not only wrote gekocht 'purchased, bought', but he included a note on the
nomenclature for currency then in use in Randu'. The term ringgit referred
to American or Mexican gold coins, 'dollars'; but the Dutch rijksdaalder was
called ringgit baru.

The elaborate offerings prepared for the dewata ('spirits') observed by
Barth in the Tola' areas included not only traditional produce, such as rice,
Job's tears, millet, squash and tubers, but also nipa-leaf cigarettes and tobac-
co.24 Nipa leaves and probably tobacco, as well as the other trade items noted
above, namely cotton cloth, batik sarongs, and boats, had to be purchased
with money earned from selling forest products to merchants on the coast

22 It is not clear whether these logs were arranged at the behest of the colonial government
or through the initiative of the Tola' Dayaks. Even today travellers in Ketapang will encounter
'engineering' constructions under taken by Dayak villagers, such as arching bamboó foot br idges
high over rivers and even, for automotive vehicles, ' tol lways ' m a d e of logs arranged side by side,
parallel to muddy, impassable parts of the provincial highway. In any case, it is most likely that
the Tola' Dayaks laid the logs out for the wa lkway Barth used. It may have been in their power
to disassemble the walkway and disrupt the route, though this is not clear from Barth's text.
23 Note that at that time, however, bark cloth or bast (phloem) ('boombast'), no longer used
for clothing, was still used for ritual purposes ; Barth (1897:137) observed smolder ing boombast
as par t of the array of offerings to the spirits.
24 Barth (1897:137) lists the contents of these offerings: eggs and betel leaf and also 'rijst,
andjalai, djawa', kribang [...], laboe [...], nipah-cigarette, tabak. Wilkinson (n.d.) lists;'e/fli 'millet' and
jawa 'millet'; however, Burkill (1966) disambiguates (through circuitous paths) these to 'Job's
tears' and 'millet', both still widely planted in Borneo's swidden fields. Barth defines kribang as
'een aardwortel'; our informants asserted that the colour of the kribang tuber was violet or light
purple. Kribang, then, is probably kembili in Standard Malay, and so, following Burkill (1966,
1:644), either Coleus tuberosus or Dioscorea esculenta.
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or at staging places between the Tola' lands and the Malay areas.25 Even in
the nineteenth century, the 'uninhabited' mountain range was the essential
resource and driving force that linked the interior village's economy with the
economie system of the larger world.

Third, the complicated route taken by Barth, upriver by canoe, overland
through hills and swidden fields, then balancing on slippery logs through the
swamps, and on to solid, hilly ground again, was not the route of an adven-
turous holiday trek. It was the principal route that connected the Sukadana
kingdom and its historie international harbour (Van Driessche 1912:337) with
the Pawan River, Kalimantan Barat's second largest and second most impor-
tant river. Thus, it can be seen that the Tola' Dayaks occupied and perhaps
managed the strategie overland route connecting the upper reaches of the
Pawan River with Sukadana's harbour as well as the southern entrance to the
Kapuas delta. This interior route was of great significance in an era marked
by piracy and hijacking. Moreover, it must be emphasized that this seem-
ingly esoteric route of dugout-travelled waterways and log walkways of 1891
matches in broad outline the (paved and unpaved) route followed today by
the trans-Kalimantan highway from Siduk to the Pawan River.26

In short, by reading village and regional geography through the lens of
regional and local history, we can obtain a point of view that demonstrates
the persistent links between forest resources and submontane ecological sys-
tems with the world economy.

3. Linguistic ecology

In Kabupaten Ketapang, as is the case in many areas of Kalimantan Barat,
local knowledge has it that there are two languages, Malay and Dayak, and

25 In 1999 the Manjau elders insisted that, even as late as the 1960s, t rade was conducted by bar-
ter, not the exchange of money. This may be an example of their exoticizing and embroider ing their
narratives. Or it m a y be that, indeed, in the 1960s the economie collapse of Soekarno's Indonesia
had reduced currency flow, or h a d limited the desirability of using an unstable currency. Barth's
testimony (1897:138-9) provides a very clear sketch of a thriving cash economy 100 years ago.
26 It is not unusua l for m o d e r n roads in Kal imantan Barat to follow closely older footpaths
(Reed Wadley, personal communica t ion 28-8-2000). However , one of the major differences
be tween the 1897 pa th and today ' s road is that Barth reached the P a w a n River at a small anchor-
age, 'Semblangaan ' ; this can probably be interpreted as the place labelled 'Smiengan ' on a local
m a p (Ketapang n.d.) and 'Pendjalaan ' on the Royal Austra l ian Air Force m a p (Operational naviga-
tion chart 1978). If these cartographic interpretat ions (equivalences) are correct, the contemporary
h ighway meets the P a w a n River s o m e w h a t d o w n s t r e a m from Barth 's Semblangaan; the present
road emerges at Sungai Keli', where a br idge connects the road to the opposi te bank. There is
probably an engineer ing factor involved; maybe the b a n k is higher a n d the w i d t h of the river
nar rower at Sungai Keli' and so more suitable for a br idge than, say, a broad, calm anchorage at
a bend in the river ups t r eam at Semblangaan.
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on second thought maybe some speakers of Chinese. In fact, there are several
languages spoken by groups labelled 'Dayak', and some of these languages
are not even closely related to each other. Moreover, as Cense and Uhlenbeck
(1958:3-4) pointed out more than 40 years ago, many 'Dayak' languages are
so closely related to Malay that they might be considered Malay dialects. This
issue was taken up specifically with respect to the Ketapang area in Collins
1998. However, in the kecamatan in which Manjau is located, until recently27

there really were just two languages: Malay and Dayak. And the Dayak
language, that is Tola' Dayak, is very closely related to Malay. Indeed, Tola'
Dayak is sometimes said to be indistinguishable from Malay.28 However, we
dissent from this impressionistic notion of indistinguishability and our argu-
ments are presented below.

The dialect of Malay spoken on the coast is locally known as Ketapang
Malay. To our knowledge, there is only one published study of this Malay
dialect, which is spoken as a first language by more than 200,000 Malays
in the area29 and by tens of thousands more as a contact language in the
kabupaten. This publication (Ahadi et al. 1998), however, is a very inaccurate
and unreliable account; thus, for our purposes in this essay Collins's unpub-
lished report (1999) will be our reference point.

Very few studies of any non-Malay languages in Ketapang have ever
been published,30 and there are none about the Tola' Dayak language except

2 7 Section 4 highlights some of the social changes in the last 30 years that have influenced the

language situation in Manjau. However, near Manjau, other changes have taken place that have

had an impact on the larger language envi ronment of the kecamatan. For example, the establish-

ment of an agricultural project by the Catholic diocese on the h ighway be tween Manjau and

Kepayan has resulted in the arrival of a number of Javanese-speaking families. Likewise, the

1998 ethnic riots in other par ts of the province have caused an increase in the Madura-speaking

populat ion; 10 to 15 km away from Manjau towards the coast there was in mid-2000 a significant

Madurese ' tent settlement ' .
2 8 For example, this was the opinion of a 66-year-old Malay (Tumin, personal communicat ion

26-9-1999) w h o had lived in Manjau since 1968; this informant, however, spoke very little Tola'

Dayak.
2 9 This figure was extrapolated from Ketapang dalam angka (1995:4) and resulted from add ing

the number s of Catholics, Protestants, Hindus , Buddhists and others and subtracting that total

from the total popula t ion of the kabupaten (355,878). The resulting figure 237,954 is the basis for

the estimate of 200,000 Ketapang Malay speakers. This is a very rough approximat ion and does

not dist inguish be tween speakers of Ketapang Malay and Sukadana Malay - which might be

salient, nor does it pretend to say h o w many Musl ims in Ketapang might speak other languages.

Note, however, that 237,954 is quite close to an estimate of Musl ims in Ketapang (Ketapang dalam

angka 1995) at 67.58% of a total popula t ion of 355,878.
3 0 In 1986 Stokhof pub l i shed a word l i s t collected by Wouters (1986) in the n ine teen th cen tu ry

in Nanga Tayap (and thus a 'Kayung' variant; see note 20 here). A language spoken on the
Keriau River, an inland tributary of the Pawan, was described in Mecer et al. 1992, where it was
named 'bahasa Krio'.
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for the fragments of vocabulary that appeared in Barth's travel report.31 A
wordlist of Tola' Dayak appears in an appendix to an unpublished report
(Sujarni Alloy et al. 1999) available at Instirut Dayakologi, Pontianak. A
vocabulary of Tola' Dayak collected in September 1999 can be referred to
here in Appendix 1. We estimate that today there are considerably fewer
than 1,000 speakers of the Tola' Dayak language,32 that is less than .3% of the
total kabupaten population.

The vocabulary of Tola' Dayak (Appendix 1) is indeed very similar to
local Malay. A comparison of a list of Ketapang Malay collected from a Siduk
Malay informant in Manjau with a list of Tola' Dayak collected in Manjau
from a group of elders shows perhaps less than a 10% difference in basic
vocabulary. In fact, when Tola' Dayak is compared to a broader range of
Ketapang Malay variants (Collins 1999), the percentage of differences is even
smaller.33 What is more striking is the number of lexical agreements between
Ketapang Malay (KM) and Tola' Dayak (TD), which diverge from Adelaar's
reconstruction (1992) of Proto-Malayic, such as:

Proto-Malayic Gloss TD KM

*hi(n)sep suck cucup jiucup

Moreover, often TD and KM agree in differing from Standard Malay (SM),
for example:

SM Gloss TD KM

mareka they, them sida? sida?
tidak no, not ada? ada?

However, although these two Malayic variants, Tola' Dayak and Ketapang
Malay, do not display significant lexical differences in a restricted vocabu-
lary match of 400 to 500 words, nonetheless, Tola' Dayak is distinguishable

31 Barth (1897:136) writes that the name by which men were addressed was 'da", which also
meant 'friend'. Other terms are not clearly examples of Tola' and may be terms in general use in
the local Malay of the time.
32 The total population of the modern administrative unit of Laman Satong, which includes
all the Tola' Dayaks as well as many resettled other ethnic groups, is estimated at 3,879 persons
(Collins and Sujarni Alloy 2000a). However, the ethnic Tola' Dayak population was once esti-
mated at 1,880 persons (Yohanes Terang, personal communication 27-9-1999); we observed that
very few children or teenagers spoke Tola' Dayak in public. Thus, we estimate that probably less
than half the Tola' population speak the language.
33 For example, the Malay informant in Manjau gave [ajijiji] 'dog' and [sumparj] 'flower',
whereas many other KM informants in many different research sites (Collins 1999) gave [asu?] and
[burja] respectively; these latter items are also the forms elicited for Tola' Dayak (Appendix 1).
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from Ketapang Malay on the grounds of phonology and morphology. There
are four consistent differences in the reflexes of inherited sounds (as recon-
structed by Adelaar 1992) between these two variants.

First, the Proto-Malayic liquid *y, a voiced velar fricative, shifted to [r], an
alveolar trill, in Tola' Dayak (TD), but was retained as [y] in Ketapang Malay
(KM).34 In the Ketapang area, this difference is of ten considered a tell-tale
(even emblematic) marker of difference between 'Malay' and 'Dayak' vari-
ants.35 Examples include:

TD KM

'house'
'blood'
'root'

rumah
dar ah
akar

yumah
dayah
akay

Second, in Ketapang Malay all final nasals are retained as nasals, but in Tola'
Dayak final nasals that do not conclude a syllable beginning with a nasal
are diphthongized into occlusive + nasal sequences, or, as some authors
(for example, Blust 1997:155) write, they become 'preploded nasals'.36 This
stretching of the final nasal consonants (N —• CN) occurs in many other lan-
guages of western Borneo and elsewhere. But locally this feature37 does mark
a difference between the two Malayic variants in question. For example:

TD KM

'needie'
'eat'
'bone'

jaruPm
makadn
rulaSrj

janim
makan
rularj

34 Except, of course, in those specific words which display a glottal stop instead of r/y in final
position, such as [iku?] 'tail'. This is a characteristic sound change of Malayic variants in western
Borneo and elsewhere; see Nothofer 1996:41. We note that Adelaar (1992:2) uses the symbol r to
refer to this proto-sound; here, we follow Dempwolff's notation.
35 Of course, there are m a n y exceptions, especially 'Dayak ' variants, which consistently display
[•y], like Laur Dayak (except for the variants of Kalam-Sungai Daka and Gerai), or even other
fricatives, like [K] , an uvula r fricative, in the M a h a w a variant of so-called 'Pesaguan Dayak ' .
By report there are also Ketapang Malay variants which display the trilied [r], not a fricative
(Yohanes Kuswady, personal communicat ion 18-11-1995).
36 In Appendix 1, there are some occurrences of final nasals where we wou ld predict a preplod-
ed nasal. It seems likely that these are either loanwords from Malay or variant pronunciat ions in
which the 'stretching' or preploding mechanism is sometimes suppressed in elicitation settings.
37 Even in this list of only three w o r d s one can see that the occlusive is noted sometimes as
voiced and sometimes as voiceless. Indeed, du r ing elicitation, some lexical i tems were heard not
with a 's t retched' nasal bu t with only a changed vowel quality, for example / a / p ronounced
in a back position before a final velar nasal, where a preploded nasal wou ld be predicted. This
suggests that this phonological rule (preplosion) allows for some variation in the end product ;
or pe rhaps that borrowing has taken place.
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Third, the mid-central vowel reconstructed for Proto-Malayic, *3, is retained
in Ketapang Malay in penultimate and prepenultimate positions, but in Tola'
Dayak in penultimate position *3 has shifted to [o], a mid-back vowel.38

Again, many other Malayic variants in western Borneo have undergone this
sound change, but in a one-to-one comparison of just these two variants,
Ketapang Malay and Tola' Dayak, this change is relevant, and diagnostic.
Note:

TD KM

'belly' porut payut
'egg' tolo? talu?
'go' pogiy pagi

Fourth, unlike Ketapang Malay, which displays a mid-central vowel, [a],
as an allophone of / a / in final open-syllable position as a reflex of Proto-
Malayic *a, Tola' Dayak has a mid-front vowel [e]. Although this is a simple
phonetic difference, it constitutes an easily discemible difference between TD
and KM, for example in:

TD KM

mata
dada
burja

A number of other sound differences have been detected but they are not
regular (consistent) sound changes. These include innovations in Tola' Dayak
not found in Ketapang Malay, such as the sporadic occurrence of a glide, [y],
where [?] would be expected, for example [mandorjay] 'hear' (<*darj9Y) and
[bagayu?] 'scratch' (<*gayu), and unexpected shifts of /a / to [o], for example,
[bopo?] 'father' (<*apa?) and [doto?] 'grandfather' (<*datu 'clan leader').

At the present stage of analysis, we can only highlight a few differences
in the morphologies of Tola' Dayak and Ketapang Malay. In Ketapang Malay,
the affixation of the transitive marker {maN-} to words with an initial vowel
or /h / will yield the allomorph [marj-]; for example, {maN-} + ambe? -»-
[marjambe?] 'take'. But in Tola' Dayak, the allomorph of {maN-} in that posi-

38 There are exceptions which can be seen in Appendix 1. Some of these exceptions may simply
be loanwords from Malay that surfaced in a vocabulary elicitation session. As noted elsewhere,
borrowing and code-mixing are frequent among Tola' Dayak speakers. Note too that the reflex of
*3 in prepenultimate syllables is not clear. When affixation shifts a penultimate syllable to the pre-
ceding position, the vowel remains /o / , as in [pamporutan lilit] 'intestines', from [porut] 'belly'.

eye
chest'
flower'

mate
dade
burje
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tion is [ma-], for example in (maN-) + ambe? —• [mgambe?] 'take'. In the Tola'
Dayak corpus there are many more examples of the allomorph [ma-] before
vowels and /h / , such as: [mahupar] 'split (wood)', [maapay] 'why'; there is
even a doublet of [maarus] ~ [marus] 'flow'.

This difference in the allomorphs of {maN-} is paralleled in the treatment
of the affix marking stative verbs, {bar-}. In Ketapang Malay we find: {bar-} +
iturj —• [bayiturj] 'count'; but in Tola' Dayak: {bar-} + hiturj —• [baiturj] 'count'.
Again, in the Tola' Dayak corpus there are other examples, for example,
bghujijur 'stretch out'.

We should also note that in interrogative pronouns ending in /a / in
Ketapang Malay, Tola' Dayak displays the accretion of /y / , for example,
apay 'what', sopay 'who', maapay 'why', brapay 'how many', monay 'where',
and gamonay 'how'. This may reflect a special particle, /y / , suffixed in Tola'
Dayak to mark this subclass of interrogative pronouns; Ketapang Malay does
not seem to share this particle.

There are other striking features of Tola' Dayak morphology, but we do
not yet have relevant Ketapang Malay examples for comparison. For exam-
ple, in Tola' Dayak there is a suffix marking intensity or locative relationship,
{-e?}, as in [mijijame?] 'to lend something' from /pipjam/, or /makaye?/
'to allow someone to use something' from /pakay/.39 Other aspects of mor-
phology also need further research, including partial reduplication and zero-
affixed passives.

Discussion

Although thorough studies of either Tola' Dayak or Ketapang Malay phonol-
ogy and morphology have not been completed, we are confident that the
evidence presented here demonstrates that these two Malayic variants are
different and can be easily distinguished from each other. We emphasize,
however, that we do not make the claim here that these two variants are sepa-
rate languages. That may or may not be so, and only a more detailed srudy
of texts and an analysis of mutual intelligibility tests can clarify that issue.
Furthermore, at this point in our research we cannot speculate about whether
the demonstrated similarities and differences are the results of long-standing
convergence or rather divergence from a common ancestor language. Much
more research about these variants and other Malayic variants, especially
in western Borneo, is needed before issues such as these can be elucidated.
AU we insist on here is that a local listener can distinguish between these
two variants and that a speaker can choose to speak one variant or the other
because the differences between the two are discernible.

39 Note that in these examples, which were elicited in full sentences (not as isolated words),
the full form of the affix (msN-| does not appear; the allegro form (N-) is used.
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4. Social change

In the three preceding sections of this essay, we have tried to understand or at
least reconsider the Tola' community of about 100 years ago by interpreting
admittedly 'thin' historical texts, geographic maps, and language classifica-
tion. In the last 30 to 40 years many changes have taken place, and those
changes can only be understood against the background we have explored
above. In this section, we will enumerate some of those changes in a sim-
plistic set of categories, although we realize that these categories all interfit.
Nonetheless, we choose to discuss here three sets of change: religious conver-
sion, the geographic realignment of the village, and de-ethnification.

Religious conversion

As reported by the Manjau villagers, in the late 1960s foreign Protestant evan-
gelical missionaries arrived in the Manjau village area, and in the following
five years had some success persuading villagers to accept Christianity.
However, in 1971 a Catholic priest and an official of the Department of
Religion in Ketapang introduced Catholicism40 to the villagers and suc-
ceeded in enrolling five villagers, including the demong (traditional village
head), in a catechetical training course in Ketapang. A Catholic priest later
took up residence in Manjau and in a few years many villagers, including
some of the earlier Protestant converts, had become Catholics. A permanent
church was erected by the villagers in 1981 near the northern entrance of the
village. By report, Catholicism was seen as a more accommodating version of
Christianity, one that would have a smaller impact on traditional customs.41

Today the Tola' Dayaks of Manjau village are predominantly Catholic; most
Protestants (who are few in number) have moved about 4 km away, closer
to the highway at Pangkalan Tapang,42 a hamlet also administered by the
Manjau (Laman Satong) village head.

40 Although as early as 1910 the Catholic church had begun to organize in the Ketapang area
and in 1917 Dayaks from the interior of the regency were already training as teachers (Van de
Boom 1974:368-9), it was only in 1961 after the establishment of a bishopric (diocese) in Ketapang
city and especially after 1968 that there was a significant increase in the number of Catholic mis-
sionaries in Ketapang because of the redistricting of the mission field (Van de Boom 1974:390).
41 The elders, for example Sakon (personal communicat ion 14-9-1998), often ment ioned
the evangelical Protestant disfavour of alcohol as particularly unaccommodat ing because the
consumption of rice wine (tuak) plays a central role in Tola' Dayak rituals. See Dove 1988 for an
extensive discussion of the relationship of alcoholic consumpt ion and the socioeconomic system
of another ethnic g roup of Kalimantan Barat, the Kantu ' in the uppe r Kapuas area.
42 This is probably the same place Barth passed through in 1897. Today Pangkalan Tapang is
at the junction of the trans-provincial h ighway with the dirt road that leads to Manjau.
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The conversion to Catholicism has had a great impact on Tola' society. A
number of infrastructural and demographic changes have taken place because
of church social programmes; these will be discussed in the 'Geographical
realignment' section below. But there are also changes of greater subtlety. The
ritual language of Catholicism in Kalimantan Barat is Indonesian;43 to our
knowledge there has been almost no consistent incorporation of local indig-
enous languages in the province's Catholic rituals, certainly not in Manjau
village. So, in Manjau this broader, province-wide ecclesial language policy
has added a new ritual language, Indonesian, to the language ecology. If in
the past Ketapang Malay was used as a trade language and a language of
communication with outsiders, now formal Indonesian has become the sole
language of an important part of the village's ritual life.

Kuipers (1998) points out, in reference to cultural changes on the island of
Sumba, that conversion to Christianity did not simply add a ritual language
but also marginalized and, indeed, secularized traditional ritual genres of
speech performances in Sumba. Florey (1990) also notes the marginalization
of Alune, an autochthonous language of western Seram, after the speak-
ers' conversion to Christianity. But in Seram the marginalization had taken
the form of sacralizing and esotericizing all genres of speech performance
in Alune, even though prior to conversion they were not considered ritual
or secret. The kind of detailed participant-observer research conducted by
Kuipers in Sumba and Florey in Seram has not been conducted in Manjau.
Nonetheless, we noted a serious problem in accessibility to oral performanc-
es of Tola' Dayak traditional literature. The relationship of this inaccessibility
to Indonesian, as a competing ritual language, is, however, not clear.

Today Manjau not only boasts one of the largest and newest churches
in the kabupaten, Christ the Redeemer Church (Kristus Sang Penebus), built
in 1997-1999 to replace the more modest structure of 1981, but since 1990 it
has been the site of a locally well-known Marian shrine (Gua Maria, 'Mary's
Grotto') to which Catholics from outside Manjau make religious pilgrimages

43 Among all the indigenous languages of Kalimantan Barat, apparently only Kayan is used
regularly in Catholic rituals in ethnic Kayan villages. The Kayan population in the province is
quite small (Wurm and Hattori (1983) estimate 5,000) and remote from the provincial capital,
but a Kayan-speaking priest, the late Pastor Ding, was instrumental in introducing Kayan
into Catholic rituals in the area. Presumably the Kayan translation of the Bible undertaken in
Kalimantan Timur is also in use in the Kayan-speaking area of Kalimantan Barat. Reed Wadley
(personal communication 28-8-2000) informed us that among Kalimantan Baraf s small Iban
population Iban-language materials, espedally Bible translations from Sarawak, are used in both
Catholic and Protestant services, although these materials are mixed with Indonesian materials.

In Kalimantan Barat, the missionaries of the evangelical Protestant tradition, on the other
hand, have published Christian prayers, hymns, and Bible translations into Gerai, Semandang
(Parentel 1981), as well as Beginci Darat (Alexander, personal communication 11-4-1997) and
Bakati' (Albertus, personal communication 5-9-2003).
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especially in May and October. The grotto is about one kilometre east of the
village; and to accommodate the pilgrims a paved pathway from the village
to the shrine was completed in 2000.

The construction of churches (1981 and 1997-1999), convent, clinic, and
Marian shrine as well as the secular infrastructure outlined below is, how-
ever, only part of the 'building' program undertaken by the Catholic church.
For at least 30 years, the church has been intensely involved in building up
human resources in Manjau village.44 The first five catechists were trained
in Ketapang town; since then, all religious instruction has been conducted
in the Indonesian language. Furthermore, since 1981 the church (that is, the
diocese) has conducted regular courses in agricultural training (pelatihan per-
tanian) in Manjau, using the Indonesian language as its chief medium. Special
training projects funded by the diocese and the Catholic Relief Services, such
as ginger planting (1992-1993), introducing hybrid rubber (1995-1996), and
opening a credit union (1996-1998), have also been conducted in Indonesian.
These educational projects45 and other continuing projects, hand-in-hand
with a well-attended primary school,46 all of which use Indonesian exclu-
sively as the language of instruction, are the secular but, in most cases,
church-driven counterparts of the introduction of Indonesian as the principal
ritual language.

Manjau today projects a very clear profile as a centre of Catholicism and
as a centre of social development, much of it funded by the church. Indeed,
except for the diocesan infrastructure of schools and churches in Ketapang
city itself, Manjau is the only Catholic outpost within 20 km or even 50 km
of the Kabupaten Ketapang coast. Just as in Ketapang city, in Manjau village
Indonesian is the sole language underpinning this complex ecclesial and
educational infrastructure.

44 Dates and projects mentioned here are drawn from the Archives Keuskupan Ketapang
(Dokumentasi 1985), the Archives Desa Laman Satong (Data 1987), as well as interviews with
Manjau village leaders, in particular, Blasius Untu, Sakon, and Agustinius Ahui, to whom we
express our gratitude.
45 In 1992, the Ke tapang diocese also bui l t a d o r mi t o r y for the exclusive use of Tola' D a y a k
students in Kuala Satong on the coastal road in order to facilitate access to secondary school for
the Dayak villagers. However, according to village statistics (Collins and Sujarni Alloy 2000a),
as of 1999 only six Dayak villagers had completed lower secondary school and only two had
completed upper secondary school.
46 In 1999 (Collins a n d Sujarni Alloy 2000a) more t h a n 100 vil lagers h a d comple t ed p r imary
school. We are grateful to one of the anonymous readers who directed our attention to the inten-
sity of the influence of schools on language change. In the context of Manjau, as we note here,
much of the impact of education is also linked to the church, as is the case in many areas.
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Geographic realignment

Within a few years after the first conversions to Catholicism (1971), all the
inhabitants of Laman Satong, the traditional longhouse, abandoned the long-
house building and joined the Bukit Pinang hamlet. At first, settlement pat-
terns were traditional, that is, detached dwellings were dispersed here and
there just as the field huts of Barth's era were scattered in the area, but in 1978
the village began to take on its contemporary elongated shape. Eventually,
the longhouse was completely dismantled; today, the only remnants of
Laman Satong are the abandoned ossuaries and graves.

In 1982 the Ketapang diocese built the village road that today extends
from the Satong River through the village northward for about 3 km and then
northwestward into the hills for 4 km to link the village with the main high-
way at the Pangkalan Tapang juncture. The focus of Manjau has shifted from
the Satong River and the longhouse on its banks to the provincial highway.
The gateway to the village has moved from the river banks on the south to
the road at the north end of the village. The physical and, perhaps, ideologi-
cal orientation of the village has flipped vertically.

In the same year that the road was built, the Catholic Relief Service built
100 houses in a resettlement (resetmen or resek men, as it is known locally)
project that has left its print on the pattern of village housing (see Map 5).
Instead of houses scattered in swidden fields at irregular distances from the
ritual centre of the longhouse, villagers now live in modest homes within
calling distance of each other, neatly lined up on either side of the road.
Moreover, a convent, a polyclinic, and a primary school have been built along
this road, which was further equipped with drainage ditches and bridges by
the Catholic Relief Service in 1994. The road is indeed well maintained, and
its seven bridges cross the streams that intersect the village. Only the south-
ernmost bridge (see Map 5), now the last bridge but formerly the first bridge,
the one that crosses the Satong River to the empty, abandoned site of the old
longhouse and its untended graves, is in utter disrepair.

De-ethnification

The steady influx of outsiders into Manjau, however, is not restricted to occa-
sional visits by groups of pious Marian pilgrims nor to regular monitoring
by busy development officers from both the government and the diocese.47

Since the 1970s, there have been two major sources of permanent migration
into and resettlement in Manjau village.

47 Data extracted from Archives Desa Laman Satong (Data 1987 and Statistik 1999) and
Archives Keuskupan Ketapang (Dokumentasi 1985) indicate a large number of development
programmes and suggest a concomitant number of project staff and managers.
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As noted in Section 2, the relations between the Tola' Dayaks and the Malay
settlements closer to the coast both at Siduk and Kuala Satong have been con-
tinuous and apparently harmonious.48 Beginning in the 1970s (and perhaps
earlier), some Malays sought permission from the village head to farm some
of the disused lands near the Tola' village. This permission was granted, and
in some cases eventually led to the purchase of land and the establishment
of permanent homes immediately to the north of the main Tola' Dayak settle-
ment (near the site of the present church). As Manjau expanded, this Malay
enclave became an integrated component in the larger village conglomerate.
There are now 40 Muslim families49 living in Kampung Manjau Tengah in
houses built on either side of the road near the Al-Imam mosque (see Map
5); the total Muslim population is estimated at 162 persons.

Beginning in 1981, the diocesan social program has been instrumental
in assisting another group of Kalimantan Catholics, Batang Tarang Dayaks
from Kabupaten Sanggau,50 to move to Manjau. The language spoken by this
group, called the Mali language, apparently a Bidayuhic variant, is very dif-
ferent from both Tola' Dayak and Ketapang Malay; but loyalty to the Batang
Tarang (Mali) language is purportedly high. Indeed, many Tola' Dayaks are
said to have learned to speak Mali. At least three marriages between Tola'
and Batang Tarang Dayaks have been reported. A total of at least 22 families
migrated from Sanggau to Manjau in 1981, 1988 and 1994, although in 1999
only 14 remained. The total Batang Tarang population in Manjau in 1999 was
counted at 65 persons. Many of the Batang Tarang villagers live clustered at

48 We are certain of the continuity, and we may err in assuming harmony. Barth's report
(1897) of the annual ' tax ' of 100 gantang of rice (60 gantang of which was seed rice) to the Malay
ruler may indicate an unfavourable position for the Tola' Dayaks, a l though we d o not under-
s tand the place of these paymen t s in the cultural and socioeconomic system of the time. Dove 's
paper (1988) suggests that expenses and apparent ly unnecessary extravagances may have practi-
cal links to the real economy. In other islands, traditional payments by interior g roups to coastal
rulers were linked to religious belief systems; see, for example, Van Lijf 1947-48:531-2 on Toraja
payments to the L u w u ' ruler. Other authors refer to these payments as ' t r ibute ' . Nonetheless,
things are not as simple and clearcut as they may seem to those outs ide the culture; and indeed
the meaning of the payment s may have changed over time. Moreover, w e note that Helliwell
(1992) provides a rather different perspective on relations be tween Malays and Dayaks in Gerai,
a Dayak communi ty also located in Kabupaten Ketapang.
49 The total n u m b e r of M u s l i m families in Manjau inc ludes six families identified as Bugis,
two as Javanese and, notably, two as Dayak; at some level these three Muslim groups are per-
ceived as subsets of the Malay community. There are 30 families identified only as Malay.
50 Kabupa ten Sanggau is located on either s ide of the K a p u a s River abou t 200-300 k m upr ive r
from the delta a t Pont ianak; the Batang Tarang villages are located on the far wes t e rn side of the
kabupaten on the nor th s ide of the Kapuas . The dis tance be tween Manjau a n d these Batang Tarang
villages is great, perhaps 200 km in a direct north-south line, although no such direct route exists
for travellers. Was the decision to move these villagers a response to a shortage of land in Sanggau
or to a perceived need to secure a demographic majority of Catholics in Manjau?
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the north entrance to the village near the old Catholic church and junction of
the paved pathway to the Marian grotto.

Other groups have moved to Manjau in smaller numbers. These include
six 'Flores' families,51 two Chinese families, and two Simpang Dayak fami-
lies. All ten of these families were reported as Catholics too. The total popula-
tion of Manjau village is 513 persons, of whom only 244 (or 48%) are counted
as Tola' Dayaks.52 Although they constitute the largest ethnic group there, the
Tola' Dayak no longer form a clear majority within their own village. During
the research period, even the village head (kepala desa) was a Simpang Dayak
(whose wife was Javanese).

Discussion

First of all, Manjau has maintained its image as a 'Dayak' village, although a
significant percentage of the villagers are not ethnic Dayaks, but Malays, Flores
and Chinese. Second, despite a Muslim component that constitutes 32% of the
village population, Manjau stands out as a Catholic village. Perhaps Manjau
has become, or is in the process of becoming, a 'generic' Catholic Dayak vil-
lage, not a Tola' Dayak village. The geographic realignment discussed above
is an icon of a deeper ethnic realignment that is underway. If it is not de-ethni-
fication, it may be re-ethnification. Identity and ethnicity in Manjau are being
re-invented.

Conclusion

This conclusion is intended as a platform for other perspectives and observa-
tions. By presenting additional data and viewpoints, we offer a critique of
our presentation in the preceding pages. We are aware that our research is at
a very early and incomplete stage, and so we seek flexibility and empirically
based revision and improvement. In the preceding pages, perhaps there was
an emphasis on changes but a failure to consider persisting patterns and
even to report renewed assertions. Moreover, in presenting a very localized
case study, we may have overlooked broader generalizations and regional
phenomena. Thus, our concluding remarks are organized under two themes:
continuities and reassertions. A brief summary in the nature of a reflection
closes the essay.

51 In Kal imantan Barat, 'Flores ' is often used as a broad category that includes m a n y dif-
ferent ethnic g roups from eastern Nusa Tenggara. As an old centre of Catholic mission efforts
in Indonesia, Flores still contr ibutes priests, n u n s and seminar ians to the Catholic presence in
Kalimantan Barat. A small n u m b e r of migrants from Nusa Tenggara can be found scattered
through Kal imantan Barat.
52 This figure m a y include a small n u m b e r of families in which only one of the parents is Tola'
Dayak. For example , a son-in-law of the former village head is a Pesaguan Dayak b u t his y o u n g
family has been counted (by the villagers themselves) as Tola' Dayak.
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Continuities

Based on our reading of the toponyms and topography in Barth's narrative
(1897), we suggest that the Tola' Dayaks have retained their ancestral lands at
least for the last 100 years. Manjau village today occupies the sparsely. popu-
lated agricultural lands that Barth visited in 1891. Today's ancillary hamlets
of Kepayan, Kecurapan and Nek Doyan lie, at least in part, in other settled
areas that Barth passed through. On a map of today's Kecamatan Matan Hilir
Utara, Manjau and its hamlets (known collectively as Laman Satong) cover a
very large space. Not only have the Tola' Dayaks been able to hold on to their
territories, but the area has not undergone extensive commercial timbering,
nor have their lands been filled with corporate palm-oil estates.53 In short, the
Tola' Dayaks, despite their historie and contemporary small numbers, seem
to have had some success in negotiating their status in a changing world.

They have also been able to continue as swidden farmers, while at the
same time accepting government wet-rice schemes. Manjau now has govern-
ment-assisted irrigated rice fields, but by and large these fields are worked
by Manjau's Malay population, not by the Tola' Dayaks. Rather, the Dayaks
continue to plant and harvest hill (dry) rice and even observe some of the
rituals connected to those agricultural cycles, especially nyalopet at plant-
ing and batontobus at harvest. Furthermore, they continue to collect forest
products to sell in a global market. The commerce is now chiefly in select
timber,54 rather than damar resins and bezoars. On the other hand, hevea
rubber tapping (which is not unlike collecting damar from incisions made
in certain trees) now provides a steady source of cash income for many of
the villagers. Whereas the villagers Barth visited in 1891 used their cash
income to buy boats for communication with the outside world, the villag-
ers of today buy televisions, DVD players, and satellite dishes. At least 10%
of Manjau's families had televisions in 1999 and all of them were connected
to one of the village's eight satellite dishes (Yohanes Terang, personal com-
munication 26-9-1999). Moreover, motorcycles (in place of sampans) were in
wide use in Manjau.

Over 100 years ago the Tola' Dayaks occupied and most likely managed
an important overland route. Their location today on Ketapang's single most

53 The fate of Manjau village contrasts wi th that of other Dayak villages in Kabupaten
Ketapang, for example Gerai, located about 150 km northeast of Manjau. First, in the 1970s the
people of Gerai were m a d e wage labourers to clear the forests su r rounding their village; n o w
they are plant ing and harvest ing corporate pa lm oil as labourers on the estates that have sp rung
u p on their n o w deforested lands.
54 In interviews with village leaders, there was reluctant acknowledgment that some villagers
may be engaged in t imber extraction, but , it was pointed out, their involvement was on a small
scale and usually from trees on lands belonging to the village itself, not the national park.
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important overland route, the trans-Kalimantan highway, has contributed to
their selection for numerous development projects. When a Catholic Relief
Services official or a government bureaucrat visits Ketapang to see how rice
subsidy funds or irrigation budgets are spent, it is easy to drive him or her
to Manjau, rural and Dayak, yet pleasantly only an hour's car drive away.
Moreover, Manjau's proximity to Gunung Palong National Park has also
influenced aid programmes because the rationale is that the availability of
more sources of income for village dwellers reduces the perceived need for
villagers to collect forest products in the national park.

It is important to recall that even when Barth visited the area, the Tola'
Dayak community was not homogeneous. He remarked (Barth 1897:136) that
some Sarikas Dayaks55 had taken up residence there and had married into
the community and been united ('verbonden zijn') with the Tola' Dayaks. This
fact is important because it emphasizes that ethnic diversity among the Tola'
Dayaks has been a feature of their recorded history. Today's layering of Malay,
Batang Tarang Dayak, Flores, and Tola' Dayak enclaves into one village differs
in quantity but perhaps not in substance from past social experience.

Moreover, ethnic merger infers 'conversion'. As Ranger (1993) points out
in his essay on African religious history, switching ethnic affiliations from
Kikuyu to Maasai - and perhaps by extension also from Sarikas to Tola'
- implies a change of religious rituals and affiliation. In any case, the Tola'
Dayaks have long been aware of the phenomenon of religious conversion and,
presumably, subsequent shifts in ethnic identity. For example, masuk Melayu,
that is becoming a Malay by embracing Islam, is not a recent phenomenon;
indeed, it is a dominant theme in Tola' Dayak oral history (Section 1 above).
As long as 100 years ago, the Tola' Dayaks were within one hour's walk of
a Malay (Muslim) settlement and they interacted with Muslims there and in
Kuala Satong. Although we have not yet conducted oral interviews on this
topic, we would be surprised not to find accounts of conversion to Islam in
Manjau that chronologically preceded the first conversions to Christianity.56

In any case, two of the families classified as Malays in Manjau's village statis-
tics were identified by other villagers, including the village head, as Dayaks
who had become Malays by conversion to Islam. These Dayaks-become-
Malays were probably earlier Tola' Dayaks (by blood lines), though we did
not confirm this in subsequent interviews.

We suggest that conversion to Catholicism was not a traumatic, unpar-
alleled event for this community. The very pragmatism demonstrated in

55 Again, so far, w e k n o w no th ing more about these Sarikas Dayaks; p resumably they were
completely absorbed into other ethnic groups , including the Tola' Dayaks .
56 It is not unlikely that the Malays were successful in asking for land in Manjau on the basis
of some pu rpo r t ed shared ancestry.
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the Tola' Dayaks' measured choice of the (perceived) appropriate Christian
sect - first 'unbending' evangelical Protestantism, then 'flexible' Roman
Catholicism - implies a rational response to a not unfamiliar cultural scenario
of shifting religious affiliation.

By carefully reading the textual and oral histories, the rnany social chang-
es noted in Section 4 can be seen as part of a continuüm of accommodation
and negotiation that the Tola' Dayak have been working out for generations.
This does not mean that we are necessarily optimistic about the future of
their language or their lands.57 We simply have reservations about identify-
ing 'the church' or 'resettlement' or 'in-migration' as the key or only factors
in what we perceive as a visibly shifting cultural milieu.

Reassertions

Along those lines of reflection, we must also avoid seeing the Tola' Dayaks as
helpless, hopeless pawns in some greater social evolution. There are indica-
tions that they are reasserting their ethnicity. Throughout this essay, we have
emphasized the linear pattern of housing in the village, the realignment, the
vertical flip of the village 'gateway'. But we could have paid more attention
to the dispersal of the population in specific locations. There are distinct
enclaves along the length of the village; some are separated from each other
by swampy patches of unused land, marked in some cases by the Catholic
Relief Services bridges. Map 5 is a slightly revised version of an insider's map
of the village, and marks these enclaves.58

Closest to the Satong River is Kampung Sungai Duku', where the pri-
mary school and teacher's quarters are located. The next in distance from
the Satong River, and the largest enclave, is Bantok, centred around the new

57 First of all, it is important to emphasize that the total number of Tola' Dayak speakers is
probably less than 1,000 out of a total of fewer than 2,000 ethnic Tola' Dayaks. This number of
speakers is deemed very low for language survival, and languages with a number that low are
considered endangered. Second, as others have pointed out in Indonesia, al though a language
might be widely used, the range of domains may become restricted if in church, school and
government offices Indonesian (or a local dialect of Malay) is used. Certainly, in Manjau this is
a point of concern, but we do not believe that there can be a general rule of thumb. We do not
know whether these 'add-on ' domains interfere with, marginalize, increase, or diminish the
use of Dayak languages in other domains, for example in the home and in village shops, dur-
ing traditional healing ceremonies, or in settling land disputes through consultation. Localized
participant-observer studies are necessary to document the impact of Indonesian on specific
languages and cultures in Kalimantan Barat and elsewhere.
58 According to Wood (1992:8), every m a p constitutes a stretch between the sensible and the
mapped: what is being mapped? The insider's map drawn by Filipus, a Tola' Dayak working at the
health clinic, reflects the insider's interests. So we approach even this map with some scepticism.
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Catholic church, and the kantor desa (village office) directly across the street
from the church. Both Sungai Duku' and Bantok are predominantly Tola'
Dayak; in fact almost all the Tola' Dayaks live in these two enclaves. The
Muslim (predominantly Malay) population chiefly lives in Kampung Manjau
Tengah, where the mosque is located. The part of the village furthest from
the Satong River and now the entrance or 'gateway' to the village from the
highway is Manjau proper, where most of the Batang Tarang Dayak, Chinese,
'Flores', Simpang Dayak, and a number of Tola' Dayak families live.

When the construction of the new village church was being planned, its
location was reportedly a source of contention. Some villagers thought it
should be built not far from the site of the old church on the grounds that
such a location would accommodate the outside pilgrims who visited the
Marian grotto, which is also at that north end, the 'new' end, the part of
the village closer to the highway. This argument was not successful. After
30 years of Catholicism, today the parish church, huge, bright and tall, now
stands in the centre of Bantok where most Tola' Dayaks live, across the street
from the village office as well as the former village head's personal home
and near the school. This is in itself a major spatial realignment. One might
say that today the detached dwellings of the Tola' Dayaks are once again
focused around the ritual centre, no longer the longhouse of Barth's era but
the Catholic church. This appears to be a significant statement of Tola' com-
munal assertion.

Language attitudes also seem to be changing. In many interviews with
the oldest informants (70-80 years of age) in Manjau (14-9-1998) and in ancil-
lary hamlets, for example Kepayan (28-9-1999), we were told, 'Bahasa daerah
ndak ada. Jaman datuk, ada bahasa. Sekarang ndak ada.' ('There is no local
language. In the ancestors' time, there was a language. Now there is none.')
The oldest generation of speakers, who had personally experienced life in
the longhouse and now live a different life with satellite TVs and motorcy-
cles, denied the survival of the Tola' language. To them what was left was
just Malay. They not only denied that younger villagers could speak Tola'
Dayak,59 but they claimed that they themselves were unable to remember
the 'original' Tola' language very well; nor were they able to narrate stories
in the language.

But when we asked a young villager (19 years of age) if he could remem-
ber any of the Tola' language, he replied emphatically, 'Of course, I speak it
all the time!' A 32-year-old-man (the owner of a satellite dish, a DVD player,
and a four-wheel-drive vehicle) scoffed at the idea that Tola' was no longer

59 This kind of 'charged environment' (Hill 2001:186), in which disputes about language
authenticity and validity as well as correct usage abound, often signals a community in which
rapid language decay is occurring.
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spoken; he too said he spoke it daily at home and with other villagers. How
could there be two completely different perspectives of language use and
survival, apparently split along generational lines?

Appendix 1 contains a version of the Tola' language provided by three
middle-aged men who were aiming at a careful pronunciation of words in
their language, collected in semi-formal elicitation sessions. However, we
noted that the kind of Tola' language spoken by our confident 19-year-old
informant differed lexically and sometimes phonetically from the version
of Appendix 1. We collected the vocabulary in that appendix during two
interview sessions with three of the more cooperative village elders who
were younger than the 80-year-old village elders, who had denied the sur-
vival of their language. On the basis of that larger corpus, we then devised
a standardized 35-word vocabulary questionnaire with items selected for
lexical and phonological features. This was used as a preliminary instrument
to test language competence and to assess intragroup differences, originally
noted in passing in the speech of the 19-year-old informant. The instrument
was used in oral interview sessions with 32 informants chosen from four age
categories in Manjau village.60

In these interviews, there was a wide range of competence at all levels.
Moreover, there was also some inconsistent mixing of the pronunciation of
Tola' Dayak with local (Ketapang) Malay, for example alternation between
KT hl and TD /o / , not only in the speech of younger speakers, but among
the older informants as well.61 In fact, lexical and pronunciation.mixing was
marked among all 32 informants that we tested for Tola' language compe-
tence, no matter the age group (11-81 years old). The Tola' language appears
to be changing in the direction of local Malay among all speakers, but at the
same time there is a growing assertion among them, especially those young-
er62 than 40 years old, that what they are speaking is the Tola' language. The
importance of this assertion of language loyalty among speakers and semi-

60 YVe a i m e d at us ing this i n s t rumen t w i th abou t 10% of the total Tola' D a y a k popu la t ion . In

the end we interviewed 8 persons in the 11-20-year-old age group, 10 in the 21-40 age group, 10
in the 41-60 age group and 4 aged over 60. The gender ratio of the interviews was not balanced,
with 24 male and only 8 female participants.
61 Further testing using comprehension testing is under consideration.
62 In the Laman Satong territory there are five primary schools, including one in Manjau. In
1999, not a single teacher in any of these schools was a speaker of Tola' Dayak (Yohanes Terang,
personal communication 29-9-1999). The possible impact of staffing in primary schools can be
seen in the distribution of school graduates. As noted earlier, in 1999, there were about 100 vil-
lagers who had completed primary school, about 20% of the total village population, but only
five who had finished lower secondary school (two Tola' Dayaks, two Batang Tarang Dayaks,
and one Malay) and two Tola' Dayaks who had completed upper secondary school. In the con-
text of our competence test, it was the primary school teachers who were more likely to influence
language use than teachers in secondary school.
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speakers is a sociolinguistic fact that should not be overlooked, but at the
same time not overestimated either.

Apparently, religion and language are being manipulated to assert a Tola'
identity within the polyglot, multi-ethnic setting that is Manjau village. In
this context of loyalty and ethnic marking, we should comment on the use
of the environment to express ethnicity. We noted above that in Manjau it is
the Malays who work the wet-rice (paddy) fields and the Tola' Dayaks who
work the dry-rice fields. Of course, 30 or 40 years ago, when the Malays
asked for land in the village, they specifically sought land suitable for paddy
fields and the villagers were willing to give them the swampy, unused land.
So the land suitable for irrigation and paddy fields is now largely in Malay
hands today.

This distribution of land resources, then, may be a historical coincidence,
but Helliwell (1992:9) reports a similar distribution of agricultural technolo-
gies in Simpang Dua, a mixed community of Malays and Simpang Dayaks
further inland in Kabupaten Ketapang. She claims that in the Dayak village
of Gerai, where her main research was conducted, this observed difference
in the type of rice cultivation in nearby Simpang Dua was considered by the
Gerai Dayaks as emblematic: 'an additional marker in this establishment of
ethnic identity' (Helliwell 1992:13). The technological dichotomy was that
Malays work in the muddy paddy fields, but Dayaks work in the dry-rice
fields. In Manjau, no such opinion was voiced by the informants we spoke
with, but our research was limited. It may be that in Manjau, too, ecological
choices, that is the kind of agricultural terrain to exploit, as well as religious
affiliation and language attitudes, point to a reassertion and strengthening of
Tola' Dayak ethnicity and identity.

Summary

As far as we can determine through colonial documentation (Von de Wall
1862; Barth 1897), the Tola' Dayaks have always been a small group. As noted
above, even today the total population is less than 2,000 persons.63 From
one point of view, Manjau is an isolated outlier community of Dayaks, an
'island' community64 separated from other Dayak groups by 50 or 60 km of
unpredictable, unpaved roads and to some extent encircled by ethnic Malays.
From another point of view, Manjau is a cool, fertile, progressive, develop-

63 This flgure is based on the village head ' s est imate of 1,880 (Yohanes Terang, personal com-
municat ion 27-9-1999).
64 Here, stretching H u n n ' s t e rm (2001:119), w e m e a n a communi ty occupying a distinctive
and discrete habitat, b u t also a socially discrete setting.
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ment-oriented village within a short distance from the kabupaten capital on
well-paved, uncrowded roads. The Tola' Dayaks have been living out this
ambiguity between social isolation and social integration for a long time. It
has required constant negotiation and compromise for them to maintain their
identity, their language, and even their lands. To preserve social and ethnic
continuity, it has been necessary for them to embrace social change.

Despite significant changes in their environment and their own exploita-
tion of that environment65 and despite their rather recent but intensive affili-
ation with Christianity, many patterns of behaviour have persisted, albeit in
subtly transformed ways. But we cannot be optimistic about the survival of
the Tola' language. The very small number of speakers of the Tola' Dayak
language does not bode well for its survival.66 Grimes (1992) has demon-
strated a statistical relationship between the number of first-language speak-
ers and the potential for the survival of that language. For example, perhaps
only half of today's languages spoken by 600 or fewer speakers are likely to
survive another generation. With fewer than 1,000 speakers (perhaps as few
as 600), the Tola' Dayak language is clearly statistically endangered.

Furthermore, despite recent patterns of strong, affirmed loyalty towards
and positive valuation of the indigenous language, espetially among younger
speakers, the wide range of answers to our modest language competence ques-
tionnaire, indeed, even in the carefully collected vocabulary of Appendix 1,
suggests some unsettling confusion about what constitutes the Tola' language.
From our limited observations, the use of Tola' Dayak in Manjau suggests a
stage of language loss that is similar to Stage 3 or Stage 4 in Dixon's assessment
(1991:237) of language loss in Australian Aboriginal communities. Tola' Dayak
is a language spoken by some old people for whom it is their first language;
however, younger speakers, for whom Ketapang Malay is the principal, per-
haps first, language, tend to use a simplified form of the Tola' language.

Even more disturbing has been our inability to collect many Tola' stories
in Manjau. We were completely unable to collect any performances of oral
literature. Moreover, not even our best, elderly informants were willing to
teil a folktale, a ghost story, a narrative of earlier times, anything in the Tola'
Dayak language. In the end, after many attempts at different times over an
eight-month period on the part of both investigators and our assistants (who

65 In passing we have mentioned swidden farming, rubber tapping, and some timber extrac-
tion, but ginger is now grown on a large scale. In addition to cash-crop fruit orchards, we also
observed a significant traffic in areca nuts, husked and sold to Chinese entrepreneurs in Siduk or
Ketapang. Recently fish ponds have also been introduced, again as a commercial commodity.
66 YVe should recall that in Manjau tradit ions Tumbang P a u h is considered an offshoot of an
earlier Tola' Dayak settlement. However , a compar ison of the Tola' Dayak language da ta collected
thus far, wi th a wordl is t collected in Tumbang P a u h (Sujarni Alloy 1999), does not provide clear
suppor t for a special linguistic relationship, a l though there are a n u m b e r of shared features.
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were more closely integrated into the community), we were able to collect
only two or three very brief folktales.67

This failure to collect a representative corpus of texts in Tola' Dayak is all
the more remarkable because elsewhere in the same kabupaten it has been
possible to collect hours and hours of recorded texts in other languages, both
Malay and various non-Malay (Dayak) languages. Almost all of these texts
were samples of traditional oral literature of various genres, whether the sto-
ryteller was an elderly grandmother in a rumah adat or a teenage student going
to school in Ketapang city. Both the narration of traditional tales and, in some
cases, the performance of oral literature have been maintained and transmitted
to younger speakers elsewhere in the area, but apparently not in Manjau.

So, the reluctance in Manjau to 'perform' in their mother tongue is strik-
ing and worrisome because one of the well-known symptoms of severe strain
on a language is a diminished ability to narrate stories, especially literature.
Florey (1990), one of the very first linguists to study language obsolescence
in Indonesia, reports encountering strong resistance to her efforts to record
any traditional stories in an Alune village of western Seram. More recently,
Kuipers (1998), who 15 years earlier had studied ritual speech in Sumba,
encountered great difficulties in persuading even his best informants of 15
years before to perform certain genres of oral literature. He writes:

Linguistic ideologies of marginalization cannot be studied only by what people say
about their language; it also emerges in performances of the language. [Dorian's
Scottish fisherfolk who] did not have productive syntactic fluency in the language
nonetheless possessed many of the conversational inferencing skills required for
fluency. They were able to participate in conversations, understand the jokes, make
requests, take leave, and other speech routines without offending anyone.

Like Dorian's Gaelic speakers, who are not syntactically fluent but are pragmat-
ically competent, many of the remaining ritual speakers on Sumba increasingly
specialize in responsive forms, but are wary of placing themselves in a performa-
tive context in which their own communicative competence as producers can be
evaluated. (Kuipers 1998:13.)

Without language competence, one of the main supports of self-ascribed eth-
nicity is removed. There are other supports which may contribute to ethnic
survival, but the loss of one part of the social ecology threatens the whole
(Collins 2002b). It is too early to say what will happen in Manjau. There are
reports that a great deal of village land has been purchased by government
officials and by the church, that Manjau is marked out to be developed as a

67 These few folktales, moreover, were narrated by a 46-year-old Tola' man (the father of our
emphatic 19-year-old villager) in a mix of Tola' Dayak and Ketapang Malay, with rather more
Ketapang Malay than Tola' Dayak (as measured by our 'careful' wordlist in Appendix 1), both
from a lexical and from a phonological perspective.
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health resort (being relatively cool and not too far from Ketapang city), and
that more projects which will bring more experts and more in-migrants are
in the planning stages.

In some sense, all of Kalimantan Barat has been staked out and claimed
for further development. The destruction of the forest through legal and ille-
gal timber cutting is matched by an equally voracious pillaging of the land
and rivers by unlicensed wildcat goldminers. The spread of palm-oil estates,
industrial acacia forests, and wet-rice cultivation has been accompanied and
facilitated by new and improved roads and bridges. In this rapidly chang-
ing environment, Tola' Dayak is not the orüy named language of Kalimantan
Barat with fewer than 1,000 speakers. Recent research conducted by Universiti
Kebangsaan Malaysia and Universitas Tanjungpura (Indonesia) with the sup-
port of the Southeast Asian Studies Regional Exchange Program (Collins 2002a)
has uncovered several other small 'island' languages, for example Benawas
and Menterap in Kabupaten Sekadau and Baya and Kembora in Kabupaten
Ketapang. It is not unlikely that adequate field surveys may turn up other lan-
guages with very low demographic bases and very uncertain futures.

Clearly, the language, and indeed the ethnic survival, of the Tola' Dayaks
and other minority groups in Kalimantan Barat and elsewhere in Indonesia
will depend on their ability to negotiate and to transform, as their survival
always has. Years ago, in response to ecological and cultural changes, the
Tola' Dayaks retreated from the Tola' River, but they retained their name and
their identity. Perhaps today, in response to a new range of changes, they are
now drawing back from their language, though its name and their identity
will survive. Survival is the bottom line.
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Appendix 1. A field vocabulary ofTola' Dayak

The following vocabulary was collected in a private home in the Bantok
neighbourhood of Manjau village; the chief language specialists were all
Tola' Dayak men of limited education (like almost all villagers), born and
bred in Manjau: Paulus Untu (48) and Lakum (55), with some assistance from
Nestor Atau (41) and other villagers who visited during the sessions. Some,
like Paulus Untu, who had been the village head until a few years before the
research took place, were well travelled and experienced in dealing with out-
siders. The list was written down in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)
by Collins in a short session on 26 September 1999, followed by a much longer
session on 27 September 1999. In some cases, items were double-checked with
other Tola' speakers, but usually the chief language specialists constituted the
quorum for these data. Other lists were collected at other times or in differ-
ent places or by other linguists. However, all the data published here are the
responsibility of Collins and those speakers who generously helped him.

The data were collected using a Standard 475-item questionnaire (based,
in part, on the Swadesh 200-item list) developed for use in Borneo (see
Collins 2002a); the elicitation method might best be described as semi-direct.
In part, it followed the method described in Collins (1987:26-30) in which
a specific lexical match is sought by asking about the word in a standard-
language sentence (in this case Indonesian), in much the same way that E.
Edmont is reported to have collected his data for Gillieron's survey of dia-
lects in France. However, whenever possible, words were elicited by gestur-
ing or describing an item or telling a story about a situation following the
more indirect method of Kurath's or McDavid's surveys in the United States
of America; again, see Collins 1987. In addition to this basic wordlist, about
150 additional words were uttered spontaneously during the sessions, volun-
teered by the local language specialists; these were jotted down in IPA format
and have also been included here. Another method of elicitation was used
towards the end of the second session. Two books (Payne and Francis 1985;
Hill and Cheung 1978) with excellent photographs or drawings were used
to elicit insect names and animal (mammal) names. The language specialists
supplied the Tola' Dayak names of the insects and animals they recognized,
sometimes offering names of similar biota not pictured in the books; occa-
sionally other words were proffered, for example [tamirj] 'thick flesh on adult
orangutangs' faces' or [carjkodok] 'a shrub, Melastoma spp.', as the assembled
specialists were inspired. About the last 130 words of the vocabulary of this
appendix were collected with these books in hand. Of course, the identifica-
tions may not be completely accurate and the scientific names are offered
only as a guideline to future research; no creatures were collected, killed and
identified by competent entomologists or zoologists.
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Through collecting data using essentially three different methods (word
matching, contextualization, and picture identification), it was possible to
assemble a wide range and relatively large number of data. However, one
of the results of this approach is that not every item is defined with the
same depth of semantic nuancing. For example, the entry [tupay] 'squirrel'
elicited by word matching, contrasts with the twelve different entries that
were obtained for 'squirrel' when drawings of various squirrels (Payne and
Francis 1985) were displayed and discussed among the language specialists.
Numerous distinctions were noted and the result was a rather well-defined
and testable subset of lexical items.

After all, this is a list collected in the field. It has not been revised and
homogenized. The definitions range in semantic depth. Similarly, the tran-
scription is phonetic, so variation in pronunciation is there for all readers to
see. In some cases, examples appear to differ from some of the phonological
characteristics of Tola' Dayak described in this essay. This is not surprising,
because the list presented here is an artefact of fieldwork, not a dictionary.
Moreover, to some extent the inconsistencies, doublets, and unpredicted
reflexes of this vocabulary comprise an icon of the language changes taking
place in Manjau village; the variation reflects the cultural currents eddying
and swirling in this small community of bilingual speakers. Perhaps, too,
there are errors in transcription caused by an elderly linguist's poor hearing
and carelessness.

Despite these issues in interpretation and reliability, we assume that there
is value in presenting data of a previously unrecorded language, data that
suggest the fluidity of the contemporary sociolinguistic situation. In the end
we hope that this list, for all its failings and inconsistencies, will spur other
and better linguists to study this language and the many other languages of
Borneo.
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No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

English

hand
elbow
fingernail
fingernail
finger, forefinger
middle finger
ring finger
little finger
thumb
knuckle, joint
leftside
rightside
leg
leg
malleolus
heel
knee
calf
thigh
walk
chase
S°
leave by boat
come
return
turn
swim
bathe
float
sink
drift
clean
dirty
rubbish
wash (clothes, dishes)
wash (clothes)
wash (face)
skin
back (of body)
stomach
waist
navel
male genitals
female genitals
bone
intestines

Dayak Tola' (Manjau)

lorjan
siku?
kuku
silu?
bata§rj talujijok
tslujijok hantuw
jari jamanis
kalincirjan
indu? talunju?
kraka?an
kiba?
kanan
batarj paha batis
kakiy
buku? lale?
tumbit
kspala? lutut
tolo? bstis
isi? paha?
bajalan
baksjar
pogiy
tulak
datarj
balik
babelok
bronan
mandi?
timbul
t3i)Sola:m
hajiut
broseh
kotor
ukas
basuk
batopas
psmpurjas
kulit
baka^, blaka^rj
porut :
pingaSn
pusat
poler
puki
tulaên
pamporutan lilit
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48
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

intestines
liver
heart
gall
breast
shoulder
armpit
collar bone
chest
rib
neck
nape of neck
sweat
throat
know
think
fear
blood
head
brain
(head)hair
forehead
face
cheek
chin
jaw
nose
breathe
sniff
rub noses, kiss
mouth
tooth
gum
tongue
palate
smile
cry
vomit
spit
spray saliva on s.o. as a medicinal treatment
eat
eat (of the dead or spirits)
eat (coarse)
chew
cook rice
cook rice
rice (cooked)
paddy, unhusked rice

porut lilit
hati
janto^rj
ssmpodu?
susu
bahu
kapliaïkan
tulaSrj sansalarj
dade
rusok
lihir
gigili kan
poloh
karonkorjan
tau
pikir
gola?
darah
pala?, k\pala?
untak
rambut
konii)
muke
kume?
jagu?
karjkaPm
hidugrj
napas
rjanta?
majicium
mulut
gigi
gusi?
lidah
lak-lak
tatawa?
narjis
motah
mludah
sombor
maka'n
pajoh
pajoh kadada?
rjujiap
bamansak
nanak, bstanak
nasi?
padiy
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98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145

scorched rice
drink
bite
suck finger
suck (candy)
smoke cigarette
suckle
ear
hear
deaf
totally deaf
eye
eyelid
eyelash
eyebrow
see
peer at
blind
poor or failing vision
lie down
sleep
dream
bed
pillow
mat
book
sit
sit with legs crossed beneath the haunches
sit with legs stretched out
lean
stand
human
man
woman
child
child
child
infant
husband
wife
younger sibling
older brother
older sister
mother
aunt
father
grandmother
grandfather

korak
minum
kokah
cucup
insap
insap
insap
kalindaërj
mandorjay
tuli?
dorjkak
mate
bibir mate
kudu^rj mate
alis
lihat
maner) ok
buta?
randarjan
bari§rj
tidu?
mimpi
katel
bantal
tikar
bukuw

duduk
sila? tumparj
bahunjur
majiandar
badiri
uraêrj
lalaki
batina?
anak
anak biak
biak
kiu?
laki
bini
adi?
aba^rj
kaka?
indu?
uma?
bopa?
nine?
kake?
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146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156

157
158

159

160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173

174
175
176
177
178
179
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190

great-grandfather
great-great-grandfather
great-great-great-grandfather
grandchild
great-grandchild
cousin, first cousin
second cousin
brother- or sister-in-law
father- or mother-in-law
son- or daughter-in-law
relationship between persons whose
children have married each other
nephew, niece
relationship between two men who have married
sisters or two women who have married brothers
relationship between two brothers who marry sisters

friend
house in village
house in field, hut
roof
rafter
post
door
wall
room, interior
threshold
window, esp. with shutters
stairs, ladder
notched log used for stairs
stairs made of pieces of wood tied to parallel,
runners similar to a rough ladder
notch, v-shaped cut
cut a notch or nick
nail
kitchen
bottle
basket for rice
rinse and clean rice
kettle
mug, cup
pot
pot, pan
wok
hearth
rack above hearth
table
back porch

doto?
moyarj
anta?
cucu?
cicit
sepupu
dua? pupu
ipar
bantuhe
bsnantu

bisan
kamana?kan

biras
tabarj tobu
sstumpun
tambah
rumah
pondok
atap
kasaw
tihaSrj
lawaSrj
dindiSrj
dalaPm
bandulan
lalorjopan
tarjga?
tarjga? turjgal

tarjga? baranak
tako?kan
takok
pakuw
dapu?
botol
bakul
kosek
cege?
cawan
pa:n
tomorj
kuali
turjko?
para?
meje
palocahan
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191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238

front porch
yard of a house
addition to the side of the house
add a room to the side of the house
add a room to the back of the house
name
say
mute
talk
ask
answer
deceive, lie
liar
mind, genius for evil
deceive, cheat, trick (s.o.)
rope
tie
tie
unfastened
loose
knot
snapped off
sew
needie
hunt with a dog
hunt by stealth
shoot
stab from above
stab from below
jab with spear, stab from below
chop from one side to the other on an angle
chop from above to below, slash
cut from side to side, repeatedly in a level movement
wound
fight
punch with fist
slap
hit with blunt weapon, grasped in one hand
hit with blunt weapon, grasped in two hands
play
play tops, strike with a top
top (toy)
push
pull
tug sharply upward
tug sharply sideward
steal
give

kaki lima?
torja? laman
sarambi?
jierambi?
jiamburj
dame
bakate
bisu?
bacakap
batajia?
jawap
mula?
pamula?
hakal
hakali
tali
ikat
kobat
takalopas, kalopas
lurjgar
basimpul
putus
jahet
jarum, jaruPm
baaso?
jiasap
tembak
tumbak
tusok
rodok
pajicu&rj
tibak
simbat
luka?
bakalahi
tijiju
tampar
parjkuêrj
purjkal
bahajal
baparjka?
gasiSrj
tulak
tarik
runtas
sintak
majicuri
dibore?
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239
240
241
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287

take
kill
die
live
scratch
aboil
wipe
rub
skin dirt, grime
cut (vegetable)
chop (wood
slice
wood
split
sharp-pointed
sharp-bladed
blunt (point)
blunt (edge)
work
work in a group for a reception or ritual
boat
small boat
paddie
a paddie
raft
pier or fixed raft
rudder
punt pole
boat seat
prow
stern
plant
mattock
pull out
overgrown
weed, remove weeds
k.o. weed
k.o. weed
choose
husk, rice husk
winnow by sifting in circular motion
carry on the back
winnow by tossing in upward motion
pound paddy to remove husks
pound paddy to remove husks
swollen
broken
break off like a root or tuber partly stuck

rnaambe?
bunoh
matiy
hidup
bagayu?
bisul
purus
kosak
daki?
jiiar)
kotah
iris
kayuw
mahupar
rupcip
tajam
dumal
tumpul
bakreje
bagaway
prahu
jalur
bakayoh
parjayoh
rakit .
parjkalan
kamudiy
galah
sorjkar
luan
blakaSij
tanam
carjkul
cabut
somak
marjgurun
kirip
katata?
milih
hanta?
marjitar
mahambin
nampi?
tumbuk
nutuk
borjkak
patah
pukah
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288
289
290
291
292
293
295
296
297
298
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341

wring
grasp
catch
catch
throw
throw to knock fruit down
dig
hole
buy
sell
borrow (lent to?)
lend to
use (allowed to use?)
allow to use
open
close
trip
fall
fall down
fall (of fruit)
wait for fruit to fall
dog
cat
bird
flock (of birds, esp. doves)
chicken
egg
feather
wing
cock's comb
beak
talon
cock's spur
cock's spur
fly
meat
flesh
fat
oil
lard or rendered deer fat
squirrel
deer
mouse
tail
snake
k.o. large snake
python
venom

poras
goggam
tarjkap
cogap
ditikaman
tintikn
marjgali?
luba*r)
boli
jual
pijijame?
mijiame?
pakaye?
makaye?
buka?
tutup
takait
kalajicat
jato?
jato?
jiandaw
aso?

buruBr)
sakawan
manok
tolo?
bulu
sayap
kapial
patok
kaki
taji
silu?
trobakij

isi?
lomak •
mijiak
polabm
tupay
majijarjan
tikus
iko?
ular
tarjkala&rj
sawa?
bise
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342
343
344

346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
365

366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376

377

378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389

venom
centipede
luminescent centipede,
Orphnaeus Brevilabiatus, Geophilus sp.
k.o. millipede, (black or red)
k.o. millipede
scorpion
earth-worm
louse, headlouse
louse (in clothing)
lice eggs, nit
louse (fowl)
louse (fowl), very small
louse (dog)
forest or domestic pig
pig (adult male), boar
tusk
pig's nest
pig wallow
pig's path
be erect of (angry pig) bristles, of
(frightened) human's hair and body hair
herd of swine, esp. crossing a river
herd of swine
mosquito
mosquito larvae
gnat
k.o. gnat that attacks open cuts or o.'s eyes
fly, house fly
k.o. fly, horsefly
k.o. fly, fruitfly
k.o. bee, esp. honey bee
k.o. small bee, Melipona minuta, that yields
a sweet substance
spider

k.o. very large, edible, black spider (nests inground)
crocodile
monitor lizard
fish
school (of fish)
fish hook
big hook or pole
fishing pole
ray (fish)
k.o. fish, prob. a k.o. large catfish
k.o. fish, prob. a k.o. catfish with venomous fins
k.o. fish

racun
kalabaërj

ssmayar
samayarj
kurjkuyut
kale
caciërj
kutu
tuma?
linsa?
turjaw
hama?
toka?
babi
kalimpay
tariêrj
bumbun
kubaBrj, kuba§rjan
luruërjan

marindiSrj
babi ambaërj
kabanan babi
jiamuk
jajontik
ksrjkahap
carjcurjo?
lalat
lagaw
kababariy
baba?kan

kalulut
kablorjkaëq
blorjkaSrj
blorjkaSrj tanah
bahaya?
biawak
ikadn
rinsam
pajicirj
tajor
jowan
pari?
tapah
bau^r)
bahaw
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390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438

k.o. fish
sea turtle
turtle (usually terrestial), tortoise
turtle, terrapin (hard-shell, riverine)
turtle (soft-shell, riverine)
shrimp
smelly
rotten
tree
branch
leaf
thorn
aerial root
subterrenean root
buttress root
durian
coconut
k.o. flower
k.o. flower
rambutan
k.o. forest rambutan
k.o. forest rambutan
k.o. forest rambutan
k.o. forest rambutan
k.o. rambutan (pulasan)
sago palm
sago stalk
sago grub (beetle larvae)
sago beetle
fruit
jackfruit
k.o. manggo
k.o. jackfruit
k.o. jackfruit with reddish fruit
k.o. breadfruit
bitter gourd
grass
k.o. plant, used to treat scabies
k.o. plant
fern
k.o. fern
bamboo
node (bamboo)
internode, space between joints
soil
stone
sand
water

pojio?
ksrjkura?
biuko?
lalabiy
hundaSrj
bunto?
buruk
poko?
dahan
daun
duri?
akar
urat
bander
duren
klapa?
bug e
kombaSrj
rambutan
rarjkoSrj
linarj
suray
sibaw
badal
sagu?
bataërj mbia?
samatar
kambuhuSij
buah
nar) ka?
ssmbawarj
tabodak
bsntawa?
kluweh
pria?
rumput
psnarjkal puruh
carjkodok
pako?
pako? midiSrj
buloh
buku?
ruas
tanah
batuw
paser
ai?
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439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486

flow
flooded, deep
overflow, flood
sea
estuary
salt
lake, pond
large lake
river
ditch
small pool or hollow of stagnant water
whirlpool
rise (tide)
rise (river), flood
ebb
current
swamp land (suitable for paddy)
swamp
pool
forest
forest, virgin forest
scrub, overgrown former field
scrub, undergrowth (dense)
mud
muddy soil
mountain
hill
hillock, raised land
mound
space below a house built on a slope
sky
sun
moon
star
cloud
mist, fog
rain
rumbling thunder
very strong clap of thunder usually with lightning
lightning
wind (very strong)
wind
blow
hot (self)
hot (tea)
cold
dry, dried up
wet

marus, maarus
dalaPm
mslonak
laut
kuale
garam
randaw
danaw
surjay
parit
paloh
ulak
ai? pasakrj
bajijer
surut
arus
paya?
rawa
kolam
hutan
rimba?
bawas
sosak somak
lica?
lumpur
buket
murjgu?
pamataSrj
burjulu?
baroh
larfit
matahari, matehari
bulan
bintaêrj
abal
ombun
hujan
bua?
bsledik
kilat
barat
ai) in
tiup
doharj
har) at
sejok
koren
basah
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487 damp
488 heavy
489 light
490 fire
491 burn
492 burn, fire (fields)
493 ember
494 smoke
495 ash
496 charcoal
497 black
498 white
499 red
500 yellow
501 green
502 blue
503 small
504 big
505 short (height or length)
506 long
507 hard-working
508 lazy
509 thin
510 thick
511 tight
512 narrow
513 wide
514 painful, ill
515 bedridden, unable to walk, paralyzed
516 stomach ache
517 head ache
518 urinate
519 defecate
520 smarting pain (elbow), numbness
521 smarting pain (tooth)
522 shy
523 old
524 young
525 recently
526 long time
527 new
528 old
529 good
530 bitter
531 sweet
532 bad
533 true
534 raw

lombap
borat
rirjan
apiy
makar
makar lakaw
bara?
ansap
habu?
hararj
hitam
puteh
mirah
kunirj
hijaw
biru
kocit
bosar
pandak
pajijaSrj
rajin
pamalas
tipis
tobal
sempet
sempet
libar
sakit
lomah
sakit porut
sakit kspala?
kunsi^rj, bskunsirj
bira?
pogal
jiilu?
maluw
tuhe
muda?
baru?
lambat
baru
lambat
bagus
pahit
manis
jahat
bujur
manta?
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535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582

ripe
straight
slippery
round
full
night
last night
day
yesterday
two days ago
tomorrow
day after tomorrow
third day hence
fourth day hence
fifth day hence
year
when
prior, first
later
hide
goup
to, towards
at
in, inside, interior
on, above
under
this
that
that (far away)
near
far
where
to where
who
what
I
I
mine
you
you (respectful)
yours
he, she, it
his, hers, its
we (excl)
our
we two, both of us
we (incl)
our (incl)

masak
bujur
licin
bulat
ponoh
malam
malam kolamai?
hari
kolamai?
ari dolo?
isok
lusa?
tulat
luniy
laijkat
tahun
bilay
dolo?
dudi?
tstapok
naik
ka
de
de dalaPm
de atas
bawah
ito?
ane, ne
nuhun
dekat
jauh
di monay
ka monay
sopay
apay
aku
kai?
koh
ikam, kam
duhan
kam
iVe, ye
ye
kai?,

dua?
kite
kite
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583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630

all of you
they
what
who
oneself
all
and
if
why
how
want, want to
indeed (emphatic particle)
let's, c'mon
not yet
no, not (nouns)
no, not (verbs)
yes
exist, there is
one (item, fruit)
one (item, house)
one (person)
one (animal) :
count
how many
what time
one
twö
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
ginger
galangale
lemon-grass
turmeric
k.o. tree, bearing edible pods (esp. Parkia speciosa)
k.o. tree, bearing edible pods (Pithecolobium spp.)
horn
island
riverbank
citrus fruit, lime
knife
sow (seed in a nursery)

kula?
sida?
apay
sopay
soraSrj
ssmowe
gan
kalo?
maapay
gsmanay
mau?
ma:
ayo?
blum
bukan
ada?, da?
ao?
ade
ssbigi?
ssbuti?
siku?
siku?
bshituSrj
bropay
pukul bropay
satu
dua?

- tige
mpat
lima?
nam
rujoh
lapan
ssmilan
sapuloh
ssbelas
nya?
lorjkuas
soray
kupet
potay
jorerj
tandok
pulaw
ksnambigrj
limaw
ladirj
jiomay
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631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662

663
664
665

666
667
668

669
670
671
672
673
674
675

climb (hill)
slip
go down
here
there
there, yonder
there (very far away)
one side
other side
upstream
downs tream
insect, animal (?)
dragonfly, Order Odonata
grasshopper, Order Orthopera
grasshopper, Acrida turrita
grasshopper, Chondracris rosea
grasshopper, Gastrimargus marmoratus
grasshopper, Patanga succincta
green mantid, Hierodula sp.
brown mantid, Tenodera sp.
mole cricket, Gryllotalpa africana
stick insect, Entoria sp.
stick insect, Datames sp.
stick insect, Phasmidae
stick insect
stick insect (reddish beneath wings)
stick insect (?), Grasshopper (?)
stick insect (?), Grasshopper (?)
earwhig (esp. in bunches of bananas)
cockroach, Periplaneta americana
cockroach, Blatella germanica
little cockroach, Opisthoplatia orientalis,
used for tapah fish bait
termite, Coptotermus formosanus
termite (large, black)
spotted black cicada, Gaeana maculate

cicada
cicada, Platypleura sp.
lantern-fly, Pyrops candelaria,
found on durians; taboo to kill
moth bug, Fulgoroid Pulastya discolorata
scale insert, Family Diaspididae
water spider, water skater
lychee stink bug, Tessaratome papillosa
stink bug, Family Pentatomidae
rice bug, Leptocorisa acuta
ant-lion, Myrmeleon spp.

msdaki?
tskslajicat
menurun
di sito?
di ane
dinuhun
di sonon
sabolah
ssbora^rj
dshulo?
dshili?
joluw

kaladuw
buntak
buntak kajiulorj
buntak tukul
buntak taparj
buntak lomak
buntak sombah
buntak tarjkay padiy
sinsuruk
karaw
karaw
buntak karisiy
buntak suloh
buntak bslalarj
buntak plosit
buntak rosa?
buntak sspit
kandap
kacaw

sanumarj
anay anay
talabah
kria§rj gsgalak,
gagalak
kriaërj ijaw
jarjjurit
tarjkorj prodah,
tarjkorj pYodah
ksbomba? ijaw
hanruw laut
irjkap irjkap
mparjaw kura?
mparjaw
mparjaw padiy
hantu gagasiy
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676
677

678

679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688

689
690
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698

699
700
701
702
703
704

705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712

713
714
715
716
717

stinging Caterpillar, Parasa lepida
emperor moth, Family Saturnirdae
(if it enters a house, a death is imminent)
Emperor moth, Family Saturnirdae
(if it enters a house, a death is imminent)
caterpillar, Lemon butterfly, Papilio demoleus
Caterpillar, Tussock moth (with venomous setae)
moth
k.o. fly
horsefly, Tabanidae sp.
k.o. ant
k.o. red ant
k.o. black ant
k.o. sugar ant
k.o. biting ant

k.o. tiny ant
common wasp, Vespa bicolor
common potter wasp, Eumenus pyriformis
k.o. wasp
k.o. wasp
bamboo carpenter bee, Xylocopa iridipennis
water beetles, Dytiscidae and Hydrophilidae
k.o. beetle
bamboo weevil, Cyrrobrachelus longimanus
large green click beetle, Campsosternus auratus

red-spotted longhorn beetle, Batocera rufomaculatus
pangolin, Manis javanica
colugo or flying lemur, Cynocephalus variegatus
slow loris, Nycticebus coucang
western tarsier, Tarsius bancanus
maroon langur or red leaf monkey,
Presbytis rubicunda
banded langur, Presbytis melalophos chrysomales
silvered langur, Presbytis cristata
proboscis monkey, Nasalis larvatus
long-tailed macaque, Macaca fascicularis
pig-tailed macaque, Macaca nemestrina
Bornean gibbon, Hylobates muelleri funereus
orangutang, Pongo pygmaeus
the fleshy ridge or fold on each side of the
adult orangutang's face
giant squirrel, Ratufa affinis
giant squirrel, Ratufa affinis sandakanensis
giant squirrel, Ratufa affinis cothurnata
prevost squirrel, Callosciurus prevostii spp.
squirrel, Callosciurus spp.

sorjay

kabomba? raurj

kabomba? lomba?
lurjkah
ulat buluw
kabomba? rumah
petak
kamboda8rj
kadarjkurj
kosa?
samalada?
somut krajijarj
somut tarjgal
kepala?
somut gatal
tabun
pajiorjat gantirj
nanirj
arjkut arjkut
kumbaSrj
karjkura? ai?
kakarep
kambuhuSrj
tampat lading
blande
parjgirik
tarjgilirj
kuburj
pukarj
irjkar

klasiy
lutorj
kampuhan
bontarjan, bantarjan
kora?
borok
kalompiaw
orarj hutan

tamirj
krabak dahan
krabak palamor
krabak bulan
tupay krabak
tupay
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718 slender squirrel, Sundasciurus tenuis tupay bawas
719 shrew-faced ground squirrel,

Rhinosciurus laticaudatus cujicoi)
720 pigmy squirrel, sculptor squirrel klinsat
721 tufted ground squirrel, Rheithrosciurus macrotis ribuan
722 small flying squirrel tupay kubur)
723 medium-sized flying squirrel kuburj klasi
724 large flying squirrels kubur) mirah
725 Norway rat, Rattus norvegicus tikus burut
726 mountain rat tikus jiabu?
727 common porcupine, Hystrix brachyura landak
728 long-tailed porcupine, Trichys fasciculata arjkis
729 sun bear, Helarctos malayanus bruaSrj
730 teledu (Malay badger), Mydaus javanensis raje bmurjgu?
731 otter, incl. Lutra sumatrana aso? buaya?
732 Malay civet, Tangalung Viverra tangalunga tarjalorj
733 otter-civet Cynogale bennettii bibilan
734 binturong, bearcat, Artictis binturong bsnturun
735 civet munsarj
736 banded linsang, Prionodon linsang porjgal pyau
737 banded palm civet, Hemigalus derbyanus mandar
738 clouded leopard, Neofelis nebulosa mandar tutol
739 marbled cat, Felis marmorata arimaw
740 bay cat, Felis badia macan
741 beared pig, Sus barbatus babi
742 Asian elephant, Elephas maximus gajah
743 Asian two-horned or Sumatran rhinoceros,

Dicerorhinus sumatrensis badak
744 lesser mouse-deer, Tragulus javanicus planduk
745 greater mouse-deer, Tragulus napu planduk mapoh
746 k.o. mouse-deer planduk duri?
747 k.o. mouse-deer planduk kancil
748 k.o. mouse-deer planduk matari
749 Bornean red muntjac (common barking deer),

Muntiacus muntjac kijai)
750 sambar deer, Cervus unicolor majijarjan
751 moonrat, Echinosorex gymnurus tikus cuit
752 tree shrew cujicurj kasan
753 fruit bat, bare-backed rousette, Rousettus spinalatus kluarj
754 short-nosed fruit bat, Cynopterus brachyotis kalawar
755 dusky fruit bat, Penthetor lucasii mantaway
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